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ABSTR.åCT

This thesis examines the economic theory and the practice

of electricity pricing. Special attention is given to the

pricing of electric power in developing countries with

special reference to lraq. The purpose of the thesis is to

determine the pricing system which wiIl best serve the

interests of society as a who1e.

lnitially, several criteria are establ-ished to provide a

basis for the evaluation of alternative pricing systems.

They include economic efficiency, fínancial viability, and

equity. Àfter an explanation of the general characteristics
of electric power systems, a review of the relevant economic

theory of pricing is presented. This review includes

marginal cost pricing and average cost pricing, both short

and long run, and various types of price discrimination"
Long-run marginal cost pricing is found to be best on

economic grounds.

Long-run marginal cost pricing is then applied to the

general pricing of electricity. Problems of application are

considered and a variety of social and political realities
and practical considerations are recognized"

111



Following t.his analysis, a revÍew of the application of

marginal cost pricing in severai oeveloping countries is
presenLed. Subsequently, the possible use of long-run

marginal cost pricing in Iraq is analysed and discussed.

This sequence of economic analysis demonstrates that

long-run marginal cost pricing, modified by overall national

policy considerations and practical restraints, is the

appropriate pricing method for an electric povrer system.

Further,

plann i ng

The

marginal

developi

it contributes effecitively to the economic

of national- resource use.

thesis concludes that the basic use of long-

cost pricing is both desirable and feasible
ng countries such as Iraq.

run

in
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTIO}T

Electric power is often considered the most important of

the energy resources in terms of range of use and for this
reason it is important to understand and analyze its
economic characteristics. The nature of the production cost

of and demand for electricity raise a number of specific

analytical problems. The demand for electricity fluctuates

widely through the day, among seasons, and for different
users in rural and urban areas. The electric povrer plants

have an indivisibility constraint. The capacity of a plant

is technicaliy fixed and may not necessarily be equal to the

quantity demanded in any particular period. Furthermore,

there are complex problems in analysis of the cost of

providing electric power for different uses. This gives

rise to a number of problems regarding the choice of output

and optimum capacity.

The problem of optimal pricing for a public utility has

received much attention in economic literature. Proposals

for pricing have included marginal-cost and average cost

pricing, price discrimination and multi-part tariffs. Each

of these has strengths and limitations in terms of economic

welfare, economic efficiency, financing t ot service during

peak periods.
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This thesis will provide an analysis of the pricing of

el-ectrícity. An urrderstanoing of the general probiem of

pricing el-ectric power in the industries wiIl contribute to

the anal-ysis of the pricing of electric power in developing

countries and more particularly in the country of Iraq.

1 .1 OBJECTIVE OF THE STT'DY

The need and demand for energy stems from various

sources: production and consumption of goods and services,

housing and urbanization, mobility, leisure activities and

so on. with industrial development and an increasing demand

for housing in developing countries the need for energy

increases, at the same time the cost of producing energy has

been increasing. The increase in cost is reflected in

higher energy prices. The increase in cost of production has

been a major factor contributing to the increase in the unit
price of electricity, and this increase has emphasized the

need for more conservation.

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the structure of

the pricing of electric power, in order to determine pricing
policies to maximize the net economic benefits of

electricity consumption for society as a who1e. Pricing
policy is an available tool for managing demand and reducing

electricity consumption. By analysing the cost structure at

the same time helps the authorities to find the weaknesses

and inefficiencies in the various parts of the porver system.



For example, weaknesses and inef

overinvestment, unbaianced investment,

during generation, transmission,

different geographic areas.

3

f ic ienc ies caused by

ano excessive losses

and di str ibut ion in

This analysis will place special emphasis on the

economics of electric poÍ¡er pricing for developing countries
and give attention to preferable policies for Iraq.

There is a great deal of literature on the economics of

electric power; unfortunaLely most is devoted to the study

of the problem of optimal pricing for public utilities.
Recently literature on the pricing of electric power in

developing countries has been published and this is central
to this study.

1.2 BASIC PLAN

Certain concepts of pricing are central to this study.

Each has specific strengths and performance characteristics.
They are:

Marginal cost pricing (¡'tC): Àccording to this
approach, the price charged is equal to the marginal

cost of the product. This ensures optimal allocation
of resources.

Average cost pricing (aC): wit.h this approach price

is eguated to average cost. This ensures that
financial considerations of futt cost coverage are

met.

1.

2"



3.

r"

3.

A.

Under this ruIe, the price is charged according to

Pr i ce-di sc r imi nat i on

fuIl cost.

Financ ia1 viability
sufficient to meet

sec tor .

Simplic ity: The

simple enough to fac

of customers.

1

( value-of -service-pr ic ing ) :

This

Multi-part tariffs: Here customers are charged in

two steps. Two-part pricing is advanced as a

solution' for regulating decreasing-cost industries if
economic efficiency is the primary criterion of

soc iaI welfare.

In evaluating pricing tariffs for el-ectric power pricing,

the following criteria will be given special attention:

the willingness to pay of different users.

price system can lead to revenue increases.

Allocative eff iciency: .4,11ocative

that resources are most economica

used to meet consumer demands.

eff

1lv

t. iciency implies

organized and

: Sales revenue should be

the financial requirement of the

posrer tariff structure must be

iliLate the metering and billing

¿. Fairness and equity: Fair allocation of costs among

consumers in accordance with the burdens they impose

on the system and the provision of a minimum level of

service to persons who may not be able to afford the



Economic and political consideraLions:

5

Economic and

political requirements musE aiso be consioered. These

might include, for example, subsidized electricity
supply to certain sectors in order to enhance growth

or to certain geographic areas for regional

development.

Electric power systems r+i11 be assessed in terms

achieving economic viability with due consideration to ot

elements of policy.

The methodology of this thesis wiIl be based primarily on

economic theory with appropriate application to the specific
realities of the el-ectric pov¡er industry and the

characteristics of developing countries. The study proceeds

through the basic analysis of economic costs, the economic

principles of pricing, and the pricing of electricity. The

study then considers the economics of electric power pricing
in developing countries and focusses especially on Iraq.
FinaIly, an assessment will be made of the policy
implications of the thesis.

5"
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Chapter

ELECTRTC POWER SYSTEM

There are particular characteri

i. ts consumpt ion that have a bear ing

the demand for electricity is not

fluctuates between seasons, days,

this causes the problem of optimum

stics of electricity and

on its pricing. First,
uniform over time, but

or hours of the day and

capacity utilization.

II
CHARÀCTERISTICS

Electricity is not a primary energy form. It is derived

from the conversion of natural energy resources such as

hydro, thermal, coal, 9as and so1ar. It can provide heat,

Iight and motive polrer at a high rate of efficiency and is
used as an input by other industries and, as a utility by

consumers.

Second, electricity can be transmitted to consumers only

by distributors and its resale is not possibte.

regions with large variations in heating

requirements there may be surges in demand

capacity of the main electricity supply systems

for the installation of adequate storage or

Third, in

and cooling

that tax the

. This calls
supplemental

that electricseasonal supply capacity.

energy cannot be stored in
It should be noted

large quantities.
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Finally, the elasticity of demand differs among users of

electricity and this makes it possible Eo discriminate

between buyers, and levy charges which are not proportional

to the actuaL consumption"1 2

2.1 ELECTRTC POWER (UTrr.rty) SySreMS

The electric utility system in every country has unique

characteristics. However, the general purpose of power

systems is to simplify the delivery of electricity from the

source to users. Each system must balance user demand for
electricity continuously with the most economical operation

of the system, and try to use the lowest cost generating

capacity available to meet the changing load by adjusting

the mix of generating units in use or by purchasing energy

from outside the system.

Economical system generation is highly dependent on the

type and size of the actual consumer load. A large load

affects the efficiency of a plant by allowing the plant to

run at its optimal production level. This in turn affects
the economical operation of the whole electrical system,

because it is more efficient to have power plants running

at favorable cost levels than to have underutilized
available capacity. In an efficient system, the most

M. Boiteux.
vol. 33, (apri

M. Munasinghe,
Proceedino of

"Peak-Load Pricing. "
I 1960), pp. 157-179.

"Principles of Modern

Journal of Business,

Electricity Pricing.
VoI. 69, No. 3,the IEEE (t'tarch 1981),



economical- plants are kept operating at

efficiency for tire longesr duration of cime.

I
their best

The unit cost of producing poh'er is usually cheapest for
the whole electrical system when the large generation plants

are meeting the load and are operating at close to their
designed capability. But the operating cost of producing

power is only part of the total economics of povrer

production. Fixed charges ( interest on the plant

investment, depreciation, taxes and insurance) musL be paid

whether the plant runs or not. These fixed costs are

recovered by the electric utility from each individual
plant's output, which must also share in covering the cost

to the system of nonoperating plants.

Many of the highly efficient plants are not located close

to the system load centers and their use may be constrained

by higher costs associated by long-distance transmission.

These plants may alsor on occasion, be unavailable because

of plant maintenance or other problems" In such cases the

utility must use less efficient plants which will raise the

overall cost of producing power.

The basic constituent elements of a povrer system can best

be described in terms of their functions of generation,

transmission and distribution. A brief description of each

s R. Turvey. Optimal
Supply. Cambridge, MA:

Pricinq and Investment in Electric
M.I.T. Press, 1968, C}:.. 2"



such function foIIows,3 4

2.1,'1 Generation

À utility's generating plants vary by size of the unit,
fuel use, â9€, and intended usage. The major fuel sources

for these pov¡er, plants include coal, uranium, water, natural

gâs, and oi1. Electric utilities are actively developing

biomass and geothermal sources and, where available, so1ar,

wind, Lidal and other technologies are currently minor

sources of pol¡er f or generat ion.

The generator plants usually contain several sets or

units, i.e" in the case of natural gas, oil or coal

stations, this means combinations of boiler, turbine and

other equipment, Utilities also have reserve or stand-by

plants. These plants are usually older, less efficient,
and more expensive to run. They operate if there is an

unexpected increase in consumer load or to support the

electrical system during a plant or transmission line
outage. s

4 M. Munasinghe. Economic s
Planninq. Baltimore, ¡{D:
1 and 2.

Annual Outlook for U.S. Electric Power 1985, Enerqy
Information ÀdminisLration and Ànnua1 Outlook f or U.S.,

R. Turvey. Optimal Pricinq and InvesLment in Electricitv
Supp1y, 1968, Ch. 1.

of Power Svstem Reliabilitv and
Johns Hopkins Press, 1979, Chs.
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2"1 "2 Transmission and Distribution

The transmission and distribution lines are the

facilities for carrying the el-ectric pov¡er from the source

to the consumer. The former is used to carry a large amount

of power over long distances, while the distribution line
involves smaller pov¡er flows over shorter distances. The

general principle of transporting pov¡er is that voltage

leve1 depends on distance and power flow.

The technical distinction between transmission and

distribution facil-ities is usually made on the basis of

their operating voltage. ÀIthough voltage standards vary

greatly from country to country, broadly accepted

definitions for voltage leveIs are as follows: Extra high

voltage (eHv) transmission, more than 220 KV; high voltage
(uv) transmission , 45-220 KV; medium voltage (t',w) , primary

distribution, 6-25 KV; and low voltage (f,V), secondary

di str ibut ion , 1 1 0-380 v. 6

2"2 PRODUCTION

Production of electric pov¡er comes from various sources:

superheated steam produced through the combustion of some

fossil fuel or nuclear energy, falling water, geothermal

steam or hot water, direct combustion engines, energy in the

form of wind, concentrated solar heat that produces steam,

6 r bid.
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or direcL conversion through the use of solar ceIls.

The production of electric power from solar cells is the

only form of electricity production that does not use

electromagnetic induction" Costs are prohibitive except in

remote locations or in space applications where alternatives
are even more expensive.

Geothermal resources have been utilized for pov¡er

generation in some countries for several decades.

Geothermal power can be generated from either steam or

steam/hot-water mixtures that are recovered from suitable
hot-water bearing rock strata through the drilling of weIIs"

Sources of steam are usually much more attractive because

they can be used directly to drive a steam turbine, and

because steam sources contain fewer contaminants.

Steam/hot-water mixtures must be utilized by transferring
the inherent heat energy from geothermal plants. However,

this process requires a lot of space.

Overall, it can be assumed that in some countries with

favorable geothermal potential, such povrer plants wiIl
become a major source of future povrer generating capac íty "7

z ibid.
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2.3 POE{ER SYSTEM OPERÀTTON

In general the operation of power systems uses many

generating sources linked to many Ioad centers via an

i nterconnec ted transmission network. Transmi ss i on

interconnections may be used to tie the power systerns of

several different utilities together to form an even larger
power pool. The distribution grid at a single load center

would serve thousands of consumers. Furthermore, many other

components, including protective and relaying devices, as

well as load control and dispatching equipment, play

important roles in a larger interconnected system.

Electric power systems must supply power to consumers

whenever required. Shortages of electric pov¡er, as in the

case of other goods and services, occur when the demand

exceeds the supply. Power systems are usually planned so

that the supply is sufficient to meet forecast demand. In

general, however, there wiIl be unexpected variations in the

projected demand. One example is the demand placed on a

system when unusually warm weather causes consumers to use

their air conditioners unexpectedly. SimiIarIy, the supply

of power .may also be sub ject to random variations. The

unexpected failure or outage of the various components of a

pov¡er system or the lac k of water for hydroelectric
generation caused by an unusual drought are two examples of

potential supply problems.
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ln recognition of these random changes in supply and

demand, system planners accept that the system may suffer a

certain number of future shortages.

From the consumersr viewpoint, pov¡er shortages manifest

themsei-ves in several vrays, including complete interruptions
of supply (blackouts), frequency and voltage reduction
(brownouts), and unstabl-e service caused by the erratic
frequency fluctuations which are IikeIy to inconvenience and

to impose costs on consumers. For example, interruptions
will disrupt most activity, while a voltage reduction may

cause lesser effects, ranging from the inconvenience of

dimmed lights to excessive current drain, overheating,

inefficient operation, and reduced lifetime of electric
motors.

Sufficient redundancy and excess capacity throughout the

system to meet unexpected contingencies are the major

safeguards against shortages. Once a failure has occurred,

the cause of the problem must be analyzed as quickly as

possible. 8

I R. Turvey. Optimal pricinq and Investment in Electricitv
Supplv, 1968, Chs. 1 and 2i M. Munasinghe. The Economics
of Power Svstem Reliabilitv and Planninq , 1979, Chs. 3 andg,
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2"& T}dWSTßdENT DECISIONS

Investment in the electricity sector is reguired for
additional capacity cost, which basically includes the

generation, transmission and distribution costs associated

with supplying additional KW. The investment in new

capacity and pJ-ant mix is related to total load growth and

the characteristics of the whole system. The load demand

forecast is made from all factors that might have

quantitative relationships with future el-ectricity
consumption such as price, incomer €conomic arowth,
population growth, energy distribution, etc. Thus the

investment decision is economic in content.

BasicalIy there v¡i11 be several alternative long-run

investment programs or system expansion plans which are

designed to meet the demand growth, subject to various

constraints. On the basis of these alternative plans the

least-cost usually is selected as the optimal program.

Economic theory indicates that the benefit to society of

electricity consumption witl be maximized if the output
prices set equal the marginal cost of supply, which is based

on the least cost plan. But in practice, prices may be

adjusted to reflect not only long-run marginal cost (fnUC)

of supply, but also other financial, social, and political-
criteria. What ever future prices result, they must be

compared to the prices which are assumed in making the



original demand forecast"

the demand forecast may

investment reviewed again.
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If there is inconsistency, then

have to be adjusted and the

The electric power sector is often the most important

element within the broader energy framework, and authorities
should perform detail-ed analysis as a basis for the

investment decision in this sector. The following points

will describe briefly the characteristics of the peak

demand, load forecast, and the polrer system cost.e 1o

2.4.1 Peak Demand and Load Forecast

Electric po$¡er utilities generate power 24 hours a day

and 365 days a year, while the distribution of demand for
electric power product is not constant over the daily cycle

nor over the yearly cyc1e. But sometimes in any given year

there is normally a maximum quantity of. power that the

electric utility should be prepared to generate. This is
normally known as the "peak demand", thus, the electric
power system should plan their capacity to make sure that it
is sufficient to meet this peak demand at any time. Às a

result from other than peak periods (off-peak) the electric
utility finds itself with excess capacity.

M. Munasinghe. Economic Power
Planninq , 1979, Ch.-8.l-

System Reliabilitv and

1 o R. Turvey and D. Anderson. Electricity Economics,
Baltimore, I{D: Johns Hopkins Press, 1977, Chs. 2 and 17 ¡
R. Turvey. Optimal Pricinq and lnvestment in Electricitv
Supply,1968, Ch.8.
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It is known that the nature of electric poÌ{er product is
non-storeable, and at the same cime consumers have differenL
time demands for this service during the day as well as the

year" Thus, the demand fluctuations are further intensified
because some demands such as heating and air conditioning

are affected by seasonal characteristics, which condition

will cause a peak demand.

The terms peak demand for electric poner and load

forecast are used interchangeably to indicate the importance

of the structure of the reguirements, of both electrical
power and energy. The structure of demand for electric
povrer includes disaggregation by geographic area, consumer

categories, and timer âs well as load and diversity factors
and system losses.

The information on loads at the disaggregate level- is
important, because the demand characteristics vary by

consumer type, geographic area, and with time. The

properties of the aggregate demand, for example, of the

system level may be quite different from the characteristics
of individual loads. Disaggregate loads are important in
the system planning process. For generation planning, the

systen may be modeled as one source feeding a single Iumped

load, but in designing transmission networks the

characteristics of demand by region and by major load

centres, such as a city, become important.
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The load factor (rf), which is the ratio of average to

maximum or peak KW auring a given interval, ffiây be specifieo
at various levels of aggregaLion" The LF may be determined

for a single consumer or for an entire system on daily or

annual basis. The LF is important because the size or

capacity, and therefore the cost of power system components

are determined to a great extent by their capability to

handle peak power flows.

utilization of capacity.

in terms of peak povrer or

given period.

The LF is al-so a measure of the

À load factor is estimated either
of total energy consumed during a

In generaJ., the KhI peaks of different consumers do not

occur at the same time. The total amount of both KW and KWh

generated at the source will be greater than the units which

are consumed because of power and energy losses in the

system. Generation losses are usually of the station use

type. Transmission and distribution network losses are

basically technical losses, including transformer losses.

Theft is a common loss in some countries and must be

considered in the demand forecast since it is also a type of

electric ity consumption.

Load forecasts are made for different periods. Very

short-term demands are made on a daily or weekly basis,

typically for optimizíng system operation and scheduling of

hydro units. Short-run forecasts range between one to three

years. The horizon (long-run) forecast for medium demand is
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about four to eight years, but may be for more than Len

years Eo complete " Long-range demand projections are

usually from 10-35 years.11

2"4"2 The Power Svstem Cost

Estimation of the supply cost of electric power requires

the calculation of a number of costs involved in the power

system. Estimates must be made the val-uation of assets

which are used in the process of pov¡er supply and of a

variety of annual operating and other costs incurred.

Two main approaches are used in the estimation of the

supply cost. The first is the accounting approach. Here

the basis for valuation of costs is found in the recorded

transactions in the accounting system. The valuations which

provide the supply cost estimates are primarily historical
in nature. Such estimates unavoidably distort real- costs

during periods of inflation and deflation and is also

limited to recognition of items in terms of business

transactions which occur.

The second concept is Lhe economic approach. Here the

,rs" of resources in the form of goods and services is
estimated in terms of the economic characteristics of these

1 1 M. Munasinghe. Economics
P1anninq, Chs. 1 and 2i M.
Electr ic itv Pr ic inq , 1982 .
Pricinq and Investment in
2 and 5.

of Power Svstem Reliabilitv and
Munasinghe and J. J. Warford.
Ch. 3¡ R. Turvey. Optimal

Electricitv Supply, 1968, Chs.
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scarce resources. Recognition can be given to costs under

aiternative proclucLion circumstances where these iead Lo a

true valuation of costs in terms of the realities of the

total economy. This concept is particularly useful and

appropriate when system planning is being done and use of

national resources is under consideration.

The process of system po$¡er planning and of determining

the supply costs is usually affected by several problems,

such as uncertainties, demand projection (Ioad forecasts),
error in the cost estimates, technological changes,

construction delays, and environmental constraints. 1 2

12 Ibid.



Chapter III
COMPAR.ÀTI\TE ANALYSIS OF PRICING þTETHODS

Ànalysis of pricing methods requires that attention be

given to cost-output relationships over short and long

periods. This chapter wiIl present selected theoretical and

analytical relationships which are relevant to the thesis
which is being developed.

Cost-output relationships can be examined

technical economies and pecuniary economies.

in terms of

Techn ical

I ndustr ialiE,il pp.

economies alter the physical production process used by a

firm to deliver output. They involve the use of production
(input-output) functions. Pecuniary economies reflect the

prices of inputs of factors used to achieve output.l3

Pricing is further determined by the nature of the

market, oF markets, faced by a firm and by the degree of

market power held by that firm. Pricing alternatives
reflect the policy choice made among different methods of

pricing.

13 G. William
Orqan i zat i on .
228-234.

Shepherd. The Economics of
Second Edition, Prentice Ha11, (

20
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3.1 THE MTEORY OF COST CUR\TES TN

3"1.1 Averaqe Cost Curves

rHE SHORT A¡ID LOb{G RUT

In the short run the relationship between a firm's fixed
and variable inputs is significant for its input-output
performances. If an input is (or inputs are) varied while

one factor is fixed v¡e are able to generalize the results on

the basis of an important empirical generalization, the law

of diminishing marginal returns. This lar+ states that if
equal increments of an input are added, with the other input
(or inputs) constant, the resulting increments of product

will decrease beyond some point, i.e. the marginal product

of the input will diminish (and eventually turn negative).

It is this condition that is fundamental to the U shape of

Lhe short-run (i.e.

average cost curve.

when all inputs are not variable)

In the long run, when all inputs are variable, the effect
of scale of operation becomes important. À Iong-run

production function may give constant, increasing, or

decreasing returns to scaIe. À production function with

inputs X and Y and outputs of 100, 200, and 300 units is
shown in Figure 3.1. Increasing returns are illustrated on

the left and decreasing returns on the right. ra

À. Marshall
Lt.d. , 1959,
Theorv and
W. Norton,

. Pr inc iples
pp. 103-517;

Àpp1 icat i ons .
1982, pp. 1 51 .

of Economics. MacMillan and Co"
E. Mansf ield. Microeconomics:

Fourth Edítions@.

14
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Figure 3.1
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Increasing returns to scale wiIl tend to give a long-run

average cost curve decreasing costs or scale economies.

In turning to cost curves themselves, the short-run

average cost curve results from the application of factor
input prices to input-output relationships. The resulting
short-run cost curves are shown in Figure 3.2 where the firm
has a single output. Àverage fixed cost is ÀFC, average

variable cost, ÀVC, and average total cost, SÀC.

It is assumed

combinations and

efficiently.

analysis that

for inputs

factor input

are managed
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Figure 3.2: Àverage Costs

Long-run average costs are dependent on short-run
relationships and are more complex. The rong-run average

cost curve (¡,¡c) is made up of a series of short-run average

cost curves representing plants of different size. Figure

3"3 shows the three sÀc curves representing three plants of

different capacity.

The dotted portions of the sÀc curves are economically

inefficient. The remaining solid lines form a LÀc curver or

envelope curve as it is sometimes knol*n, because it
enveropes the short-run average cost curves. rt is also
known as a pranning curve because it encompasses not onry

the size of plant which is in use (with its sÀc curve) but

p
J

Ë
tsI
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Figure 3.3: Three SÀC Curves

qJANTITY OF OUTPI.JT

also possible larger plants which

expanded economic conditions. r s

could be considered under

If a sufficient number of plants are considered, the LÀc

curve will become smooth in its U shape" It is worth

noting, however, that where plant sizes are quite discrete,
and not incremental, in size, that such an indivisibirity
condition will lead to a "bumpy" curve.

The LAc curve may have decreasing costs (i.e. economies

of scale), constant costs, or increasing costs through its
most significant portions" urtimatery it may be expected to
have a u shape on theoretical grounds. The baLance between

ho(,

t¡J(,
CL
t¡J

ls I¡!.5!., p. 173"
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decreasing costs and increasing costs in the shape of this
curve is an empirical question in the case of a particular
i ndust ry .

Certain theoretical points may be made, however, about

the reasons for the general U shape of the long-run average

cost curve. Vlhy does this curve decline with output and

then rise? rhe following reasons are generally accepted as

explanations of the declining tendency of long run average

cost curves:

Increased speciatization made possible by the fact
that the aggregate of resources is larger.

QuaI i tat ively di f ferent and technologically more

efficient units or factors, particularly machinery,

made possible by selection from among the wider range

of technical possibilities opened up by larger
resources.

¿.

3.

A"

Geometric economies arising from the

such as pipes and containers. The

for their construction depends

whereas capacity depends on volume.

Pecuniary economies resulting from

larger operation may enable some or

to be bought more cheaply.

use of equipment

material required

on surface area

the fact that a

all of its inputs

The rise in the cost curve is generally believed to be

caused by the difficulties involved in organizing and



coordinating the operation of

difficulties may be expected

point of the cost curve is
eventually becomes great enough

favourable economic elements. 1 6
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a large enterprise" These

to occur before the mininrurn

reached" Their magnitude

to offset the effort of the

3.1.2 Marqinal Cost Curves

WhiIe average cost curves are important as guides Lo the

financial viability of economic operations, marginal cost

curves play a strategic role in decision-making directed to

the most economic use of resources. The short-run marginal

cost curves, like the average cost curve, derives its shape

from the total cost curve. It reflects incremental changes

in the slope of the basic curve and has, like the average

cost curvef a U shape. It cuts the short-run average cost

curve at the latter's minimum point because the slope of the

increment and of the average cost, calculated from the

origin of the total cost curve, coincide. The relationship
is seen in Figure 3.4.

The long run marginal cost curve (r,uC) has a similar
relationship to its corresponding average cost curve (leC).

The relationship among the short run and long run curves is

shown in Figure 3.5. r 7

r6 E. H. Chamberlin.
Cornpetition. Harvard
231-259¡ C. E. Ferguson
Theory. Homewood, Irwin

The Theory of
University Press,

and J. R. Gou1d.
Co., 1975, p. 209.

Monopol i st ic
1933, pp.

Mic roeconomic
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Figure 3.4: Àverage and Marginal Costs
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17 G. J. stigrer;
195?" New York:

The Theorv of Price.
MacMillan Co", Ch. 8.

Third Edition,
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Figure 3.5 ¡ Long-Run Àdjustment
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3"2 TI{E

QLrANTITY

ÀNALYSIS OF PRICING METI{ODS

Pricing determines how a price system allocates
resources, provides finance to firms, and has income

distribution implications. There are severaL ways in which

the pricing of output by a firm may be done" The most

important alternatives are marginal cost pricing, average

cost pric ing, and price discrimination, The following
analysis directs attention to these methods.
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3,2,1 Marqinal Cost, PricinE Analvsis

Marginal cost pricing has as its primary advantage the

effi.cient allocation of resources. On the assumption that

cost has been minimized at each level of output by

managerial efficiency in the use of factor input

combinations and the payment of input prices, marginal cost

pricing guides a firm to the appropriate level of output in
terms of the demand for output. The price-output decision

making by the firm is based on a system of comparisons at

margins" Equilibration, in the economic use of resources is
attempted by ensuring that no move to use more, oF fewer,

resources would result in economic gains. It is a guide to

an economÍc optimum. The application of marginal cost

pricing is illustrated in Figure 3.6 which shows a

decreasing average cost curve in the range of effective
demand. The marginal cost price is P.

It is important to note that, under decreasing cost

conditions, a deficit occurs. rhis does not mean that

resources use has not been optimized. It does mean that
there is a financial problem. A move to remove the deficit
situation by a price increase could succeed from the

financial point of view but it would restrict output and

would imply an under-allocation of resources.

A related situation is present when, even though the

existing plant is used to capacity, long-run average cost
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Figure 3.6;
$

Optimum Price by &Íarginal Cost

OUA},JTrTY OF OIJ-TPUI

wourd decrine (i.e. economy would resurt) if capacity and

output rrere increased, because the economics of. rarge-scale
production are not yet fully rearized. This introduces the

question of the use of long-run or short-run marginal cost.

Both short run and long-run marginal cost pricing fit the

J.ogic of allocat ive ef f ic iency. Long-run marginal cost
pricing has a wider economic scope, however, because it
includes future prant options" by use of rong-run marginal

cost pricing, consideration is given to the amount of future
resources used or saved by user decisions. such prices act
as a signal to users in terms of the economic value of
future resources needed to meet consumption changes. They

F
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act to avoid overinvesLment and wast,e, or underinvestment,

and the cost of unnecessary scarc ity. They avoid

unnecessary. investment to meet peak demands which can be

managed by short-run devices. À1so, this approach l-eads to
greater price stability for consumers or users.

Ultimately there is a consistency between short-run and

Iong-run marginal cost pricing. The Iink is established by

optimum investment poricy. consider the situation presented

in Figure 3.7 " Here there are decreasing costs. The

existing plant is shown by the curves SÀCr and SMCI and a

planning, or investment, possibility is shown by a plant
with curves SACz and SMC2. The link between the plants is
provided by the long-run curves LÀC and LMC.

Figure 3.7 z Investment PIan
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Optimum investment poI

cost pricing wiII leao to

equal to marginal cost.

1 I G. M. webb. The Economics
Nelson , 1973, Ch.7; R.
Economic Journal (June 1969),
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i"y, guided by long-run marginal

Ieast-cost output and to a price

of National ized Industries.
Turvey.

To achieve a least-cost solution, an investment guide is
provided by the SMC and LMC curves. When price equals SMC,

and SMC > LMC, new capacity or investment, is called for.
ConverseIy,disinvestmentshou1doccurwhenLMc>
price equals SMC.

In Figure 3.7, marginal cost pricing on a short-run basis

for the existing plant results in a price P1 at output er.
Here SMC r

optimum is reached with the larger plant where marginal cost

pricing, short run and long run, gives the price P2 at

output ez. Here SMCz = LMC and no economy can be achieved

by further investment, or disinvestment. Economy in cost,

and price, is obtained but a deficit remains. l I

3.2.2 Averaqe Cost Pricinq

Àccording to the average cost pricing rule, the price

charged is equal to the average cost of the product. 'This

ensures that no losses or deficits occur. Às before, both

short-run and long-run situations may be considered. Figure

3.8 illustrates average cost pricing Àgain a decreasing

pp. 282-99.
Marginal Cost. "
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cost case is used. ls

Figure 3.8:
s

Àverage Cost Pricing

Here, average cost pricing leads to the price PÀ with

output OqÀ. This price meets both SAC1, and LÀC, i.e. both

short-run and long-run criteria. For comparisonr ftErrginal

cost pricing (short-run and long-run) Ieads to the price p1

with output oq.¡. Since the marginal cost pricing result
gives an efficient solution in terms of resource allocation,
it appears that the average cost pricing result leads to
output restriction and an under-allocation of resources. No

E
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Ë
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ls w. G. wilson.
TransÞortation.
pp. 135-67.

Economic Analysis of Intercity Freiqht
Bloomington: Indiana University Press,

q¡MTITY OF OtJIPt'l
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deficit, however, results. 2o

Further, it may be noted that the average cost price is

higher than that given by marginal cost pricing. This may

be detrimental on income distribution grounds because of the

higher cost levied on lower income consumers. Further, the

output restriction inherent in average cost pricing may be

deficient on broad social grounds in industries where social

benefits arising from external-ties are present in the use of

an industry' s output .

3 "2.3 Price Discrimination

Price discrimination is defined as the sale of the same

goods or services at different prices in different markets

where there is no equivalent difference in the cost of

supply. Pr ice is charged according to demand

considerations, or willingness to pay, and involves the

exercise of market povrer by the firm which markets goods and

services. For its practices, price discrimination requires

that a firm's output be sold in markets which differ in

demand characteristics or in quantity acquired" No resale

across market Iines can be practiced as such resale could

act to destroy the structure of price discrimination.

20 G. J" stigrer. The Theorv of Price, 1952, Ch. 10.
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In economic theory, price discrimination is divided into
three classes.2r First degree price discriminaLion involves
charging each buyer exactry what he/she wirl pay for each

unit" In such a case, the price exacted for each unit is
equar to the demand price for it and no consumer's surplus
is left for the buyeru Figure 3.9 shows this case.

Figure 3.9; Consumer Surplus
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21 J. Robinson, __ The Economics of rmperfect competition,1959, Ch. 15; w. c. Shepheid; -qheeÇõnomlF;t
I¡.rdustrial orqanization, 2nd ed., 198S, E.-ÇA. c.
|igg", Thç- Eçgnomics of WeIfare, Macmillan, 4th ed.,1952, pp. 275-89 
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If the firm charges Po, the uniform price, the consumers

surplus is area PoAB. But, if the firm discriminates, the

consumer is forced to pay P1 for the first unit, P2 for the

second unit, and so forth for the rest of the units. There

will be no consumer's surplus.

Second degree price discrimination is the same in
principle as the first but the price differences are less

close together. It is a cruder, but more realistic, form of

price discrimination. This form of price discrimination is
often pract iced by publ ic ut i I i t ies such as telephone

systems, electric pov¡er systems, etc. It is illustrated in

Figure 3.10 where consumers are charged progressively less

as their consumption reaches higher level-s.

Third degree price discrimination is found where a firm
divides its demand into two or more markets with different
demand elasticities. This may occur where it selIs its
output to different types of consumers, e.g" residential,
commerc iaI , and industr ial, " Or the consumers may be in
different geographic regions. Figure 3.11 iLlustrates this
case. MC is assumed to be a horizontal straight line for
analytical sirnplicity. There are two markets with different
demand curves, DÀ and DB. Their corresponding marginal

revenue curves MRÀ and MRB are summed to give EMR" The

intersection of this EMR curve with MC aives the total
amount of output sold. By tracing back horizontally form

this intersection to MRA and MRB the allocation of these
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Figure 3. 1 0:
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sales between t,he two markets is obtained. It is OqA and

OqB. The price discrimination is revealed by the vertical
intercepts with the demand curves, DA and DB, which give the

prices PÀ and PB.

Finally, in industries which cannot. store their output.,

discrinimatory pricing can be used to cope with demand

fluctuations which create peak load problems. This case is
shown in Figure 3"12.

Figure 3"12: Demand Fluctuation
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the use of off-peak output. The argument for this case is
based on the fact that efficient prícing reguires that ùhe

price for the last unit sold to each customer, and not the

price for each unit sold, should be equal to marginal cost.

Different times of sal-e of non-storeable output enable price

discrimination to occur which the peak-load price, Pz, is
above average cost and the off-peak price, Pt, is below it.

3,3 PROBLEMS IN THE APPLICÀTION OF PRICING I'ÍETHODS

There are a number of problems with pricing methods in

the case of a public utility. It is important to examine

the importance of these major questions.

3.3.1 Pifficulties in the Selection of Proiects

With decreasing costs the policy of marginal cost pricing
requires a subsidy to cover the costs. It becomes difficult
to decide whether or not the project is worthwhile. In

industries without decreasing costs, the profit or loss

gives an indication about whether to expand or contract the

industry. This test is not valid in the decreasing cost

industry.

The problem in decreasing cost industries is that the

optimum output does not cover its costs. Therefore one must

choose between a subsidized operation at the best level of

output (witn some uncertainty as a whole as to whether it
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r,\'ould not be better to shut down completely ) and a

seif-supporting operation in which the optimal output is noL

being produced.

In some special situations, it may be possible to recover

costs by discriminatory pricing without misallocating the

resources. Coase has suggested that this result can be

achieved by "mufti-part pricing," in which the total amount

charged from each customer is the sum of a flat "customer

charge" for each consumer, regardless of the quantity of the

service taken, and a charge per unit of service taken, set

at the marginal cost fevel.22 Such a system achieves the

desired result only in a limited number of cases.

The Coase solution can also be successful in another case

where the demand is homogeneous and the commodity

nontransferable. This holds true in a case where an

electric utility supplying 'only domestic service to a

community in which the consuming households are all of the

same size, income and taste.

I n Figure 3. '1 3 Dh i s the demand curve f or all househol-ds.

It intersects the long-run marginal and average cost curves,

À and M respectively. The optimum leve1 of output Oeo is
determined by the intersection of Dh and M. I t is
worthwhile to operate the utility if the area under the

R. H. Coase,
(August 1946)

"The Marginal
, 169, pp. 169

Cost Controversy," Economica,
182.
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demand curve exceeds the area under the marginal cost curve

between the axis and the ordinate ac tire proposeo ouËput"

In this case, it is possible to produce the optimum output

OQo and still recover the total cost OQoEF by charging any

of a number of multi-part price system such as KLNRSM or

GHJPM.

À difficulty arises when demand is not homogeneous.

Suppose there is a number of lower income households having

an individual demand curve d. For these consumers, the

relevant marginal cost is represented by the line UVM. Here

the area TWP' is much less than the area TW. The optimum

use of resources requires that these consumers consume an

amount Oq as long as the area under the demand curve exceeds

that under the marginal cost curve.

In this case, if a multi-part schedule is to be used, it
must not exceed the area Oqp'w under the demand curve. But

such a schedule, if applied to aII the consumers, will not

cover the costs. Thus one is forced either to subsidize or

depart from the optimum consumption. It is, however,

possible to reduce the severity of this problem by

discriminating on the basis of some index of the intensity
of demand, like size of the house or apartment, In Figure

3.13, for example, it is possible to levy schedule KLNRSM

for the larger houses and KInrsM for the smaller houses.23

23 w. Vickrey, "Some
Political Economic

Objections to Marginal-Cost Pricing, "
Journal, 1949, pp. 218-238.
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Figure 3 " 1 3; Output Per Household
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3 "3 "2 Dif f iculties the Computation of Marqingl Cost

Ànother objection to the use of marginal cost pricing is
based on the fact that marginal cost is not easy to
determine. rt is therefore suggested that the average cost
pricing is not easy to measure either. what the accountant

measures is not the measured (ex ante) average cost of

future output but is the historical cost of past output,
determined after it has been produced. This cost basis,
whether average or marginal,

decision-making.

is inappropriate for
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Furthermore, there is also the question of the allocation
oi the capital cosc to the output of various periods" In

the case of decreasing cost industries, the allocation of

the depreciation allowance is completely arbitrary. In this
case average cost pricing is not appropriate.2a

J"J"J Fluctuation Problems

Marginal and average cost pricing are also subject to

extreme and erratic variations. For example, in the case of

aircraft, if an additional plane is required for a marginal

passenger, the marginal cost is extremely high. On the

other hand, if the marginal passengers filt the plane, the

marginal cost is very low.

In practice it is possible to charge differential rates

over time. À higher price can be charged during the peaks

and a lower price during the off-peak periods. By observing

the demand over a period of time, a leve1 of capacity can be

provided. This capacity would ensure the least fluctuations
in the marginal cost. Such a plan would resuit in about as

close an approach to the efficient allocation of resources

as possible. The prospective consumers are offered service

at various rates during the different periods. The rates

vary according to the demand. The individuals for whom the

date of departure is flexible would have an incentive to
adjust their plans as to produce a fuller utilization of the

24 rbid., pp.218 235.
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lexible ones.

iabie for the

3,3.4 Sociopolitical Considerations

In decreasing cost industries, the main political issue

is not whether there should be a monopoly but whether the

monopoly should be private or public. The subsidization of

monopoly greatly reduces the problem of control as compared

to an operation aimed at covering total cost. Whether the

operation is in public or private hands, where rates are set

to cover the total costs of the operation, there is need for
refined judgement so as to cause the least misallocation of

resources. In practice, such a system is difficult,
especially where there are different classes of consumers.

The main problem in this case is to decide which class is to

bear the "overhead costs." Àn example can be seen in the

cases of Ontario Hydro-electric Power Commission and the

Niagara Hudson Power Company in New York. Ontario hras

alleged to have improperly distributed its infra-marginal

costs so as to favor the residential consumer, while the

Hudson Power Company v¡as charged with having favored the

industrial user at the expense of the residential consumer.

25 ibid., pp " 218 235.
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Furthermore, marginal cost pricing, accompanied by

subsioy, eliminates the need for pubiic monopolies to cover

their costs. Whenever it is necessary to cover costs from

revenues, it is often deemed necessary to prohibit private

competition" Even some private monopolies are protected in

this manner. The problem with such restriction is that it
removes a val-uable outside check on efficiency.

There are other situations when

political and social considerations

basis of practical judgment. TI

cover Ìarge overhead costs through

units are demanded. For example,

subsidize the writing, editing,

subsidization based on

may be set aside on the

may be unreasonable to

subsidy if only a few

it is not worthwhile to

and typesetting of

everything that would sell a few hundred copies at prices

which covered only printing, binding, and distribution
costs. In addition, such subsidy could threaten freedom of

the press. 2 6

26 rbid., pp. 235 238.
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Chapter IV

PRICING OF ELECTRICTTY

In the previous chapter the basic theory of pricing of goods

and services v¡as discussed. The basic principles are

applied to a public utility. This chapter will analyze the

principles of pricing in their application to the electric
power sector and consider the pricing criteria which were

summarized in Chapter I, Section 1.2.

4"1 MARKET STRUCTIJRE

In the preceding discussion of basic pricing theory

emphasis was placed on cost curves with decreasing average

cost characteristics. Is this emphasis relevant to the

pricing of electricity? This is an empirical question to

which the answer appears to be "yes". In a review of

industry studies of cost functions, MansfieId2T cites six

studies of the electricity industry in the U.K.

U.S.A. The results vrere:

and the

of

but

1" LRAC

di str i

product ion

ion).
dec 1 i nes ( no analysi s of

27 E, Mansfield.
Shorter fourth
pp. 190-191.

Microeconomics:
Edition, New York

Theorv and Applications.
: W. w. Norton, 1982 ,

46
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of¿"

a

SRÀC of production declines

discribution) "

SRÀC fa11s, then flattens toward

capac ity.
Àverage costs of administration are

LRÀC including transmission costs

shows signs of increasing.

Substantial economies of scaIe.

( no analys i s

constant MC up to

constant "

declines, then

4.

L

Generally the industry functions as a natural monopoly,

i.e. an economic condition where there is room for only one

efficient firm. The generality of use of electricity, and

its practical non-storab1ilty, establish conditions where

the full range of price discrimination practices may be

appl ied.

4.2 PENTON¡{NNCE CRITERIA AND THE RET,EVANCE OF LONG RI'N
MARGINÀL COST PRTCING

Pricing and investment decisions in the electricity
industry are made in the context of uncertainty about plant

investment, which may be distant in time, and short-run

changes in input prices such as oi1 prices, limited or no

information on user or consumer attitudes which could have

facilited forecasting, problems in the development of povrer

distribution systems in some areas, capital mobilization
problems caused by periods of large capital- expenditures and

by subsidy requirements, problems of institutional
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organization and control aggravated by the wide scope of

power systems, diff icul-tíes r+ith the mainienance of eguity

among different users, and problems with the priorization of

political- considerations in system development. 28

A comprehensive approach to electric povrer pricing

considers the objectives and criteria discussed in Chapter

I, Section 1.2, but these objectives or criteria are not all
mutually consistent.

First, the allocative efficiency objective should be to

allocate the resources efficiently, not only among different
sectors of the economy but also within the electric power

sector. This implies that prices reflect the marginal costs

of supplying needs for electric pov¡er so that supply and

demand should be matched efficiently even if a deficit
results.

Second, fairness should be considered by:

a) ÀIlocating costs among consumers according to Lhe cost

imposed on the system by their consumption of the

product or service.

b) Providing a minimum leve1 of service to persons who

cannot afford the full cost"

28 R, Turvey and Anderson. EIectr ic i tv Economics.
Baltimore, IvfD: Johns Hopkins University Press , 1977 "Chs. 2, 7, and 15; R. Turvey. Optimal Pricinq and
Investment in Electricitv Supply, 1968, Ch. 5.
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c) Setting a reasonable price Ieve1.

Third, stability should be maintained by avoiding undue

price fluctuations from year to year.

Fourth, the electric por,Ier prices should raise sufficient
revenue to meet the financial requirements of the sector.

Fifth, the technology for metering electricity
consumption should be simple to facilitate the metering and

billinq of consumers.

Sixth, political and other economic constraints should be

cons idered.

The long-run marginal cost (LRMC) approach is to set

prices of electric power which provide allocative efficiency
in resource use on a long run basis. À thorough application
of the LRMC approach takes into account all the

characteristics of electric power use by different consumer

categor ies , in di f ferent seasons, ât di f ferent hours of

the day, at different voltages leveIs, and in different
geographical areas. The LRMC approach can be varied to

serve demand with better utilization of capacity and to

avoid unnecessary investment to meet peak dernand.

Characteristically, the capacity costs of electric povrer

are joint in nature. Further, electric power cannot

feasibly be stored for the future by the electric polrer

system or by consumers" Yet electricity must. be supplied at
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any given time. These facts create problems of capacity and

pricing" The eleccric power syscem has the responsibiiity
for bui lding adequate capac ity in advance of load

requi rements. Consumers have responsibility for the

creation of peak loads at certain times of the day or

season. It may be argued that peak load consumers should be

at a proportionately higher border of capaciLy costs, in

addition the higher marginal costs to constrain peak load

pressures.

The LRMC approach provides fairness and equity in dealing

with future costs and results in from five to ten years of

stability in prices. The smoothing out of costs during a

long period will be important in the case of a large-size
power system investment. with the traditional accounting

approach fairness is often defined in terms of constraints
on new tariffs, often with an implicit stipulation that no

consumer should suffer from an increase in his bill of more

than a cerLain percent within a given period.

In the traditional approach, the caLculation is made to

cover the accounting costs and possibly to earn sufficient
revenue to f inance a certa in proport ion of future

expenditures. These requirements are necessary to support

financial stability and mobilize financial resources for

expansion or innovations and for irnproving efficiency. The

enterprises which rely on having their deficits met by
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government do not have the same problems.2s 3o

&"3 ÀPPLICATTON OF MARGINAL COST PR,ICTNG

The bas ic rat ionale of marginal cost pricing was

i llustrated in Chapter I I I , Sections 3.1 "2 and 3 "2 "1. In

this section an attempt will be made to apply this theory to

the electric power sector. Marginal cost pricing of

electricity means a tariff structure such that the cost to
any consumer of changing the leve1 or pattern of his

consumption will equal the cost to the el-ectricity supply

i ndust ry "

The argument in favor of marginal cost pricing for public

utilities dates back to the efforts of French engineer J.

Dupuit in 1844.3r But most of the present day discussions of

marginal cost pricing take for their basis the work of H.

Hotelling. Ruggles provides a comprehensive review of work

on the sub ject up to the '1 940' s. The devel-opment of the

2s R. Turvey and Anderson.
Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
ch. 2"

Electricitv Economics.
University Press, 1977,

30 M. Munasinghe and J. J. Warford.. Electricity Pricinq
Theorv and Case Studv. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
University Press,1982, Ch. 1.

31 P. Dupuit. "De I'Utilite et de Sa Mesure." La Reforma
SoziaIè. (Turin, 1932)¡ H. Hotelling. "TÉãceneral
Welfare in Relation to Problems of Railway and Utility
Rates. " Economica. VoI" 6 (;uty 1938), pp" 242-69¡ N.
Ruggles, "The Welfare Basis of the Marginal Cost Pricing
Principle. " Review of Economic Studies Vol. 17
(1949-50), pp" 29-46; N. Ruggles. "Recent Developments in
the Theory of Marginal Cost Pricing." Review of Economic
Studies VoI. 17, (1949-50), pp. 107-26.
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in the electric power

sErong lmpecus from the work oi Boiueux,

in the 1950's.32 Recent work has led to

nvestment models that enable analysis to
costs more accurately, to project the

pricing, and to consider the effects of

cost of power shortages.

The theory of electricity tariff setting is a branch of

wel-fare economics. Thus, the marginal cost principle is
intended to ensure that consumers can buy according to their
preferences at prices that accurately reflect the rel-ative

scarcity of their purchases. Since the electricity industry

is only a small part of the economy as a who1e, it does not

have much influence on the total available amounts of

factors of production and distribution of money incomes. In
this discussion money income is assumed to be fixed, and all
factors of production are fuIly employed at an optimal level
in the long run.

Therefore, for pricing purposes it is important to

distinguish between those costs as mentioned above that are

a function of consumption and those that are not, costs will
be marginal at,some times and non-marginal at others. For

example, if the electric povrer system needs additional

32 M. Boiteux. "Peak-Load Pricing, " 1 960, pp . 157-79; P.
Steiner. "Peak-Loads and Efficient Pricing, 1957, pp.
585-610; O. E. williamson. "Peak-Load Pricing and
Optimal Capacity Under Indivisibility Constraints, "
1966, pp. 81 0-27 .
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operating and maintenance costs, these are referred to as a

short-run marginal cost (S¡tC)" Long-rurr margir¡aI cos'L,s are

referred to as the sum of SMC and marginal capacity costs

(e"9" building new generators, transmission and distribution
lines to accomodate and additional unit of consumption).

Marginal cost pricing designed for the optimum use of

existing capacity wiIl frequently not be suitable as a guide

for investmeni. Long run marginal cost pricing with

appropriate investment decisions is needed to integrate

short-run and Iong-run considerations.

Problems associated with setting prices on a cost basis

are particularly apparent in the presence of capital
indivisiblity. This condition is encountered in one-product

enterprises such as electricity and telecommunications,

where demand is growing through time, and where capacity can

only be increased in large 1umps, with each capacity being

sufficient to cover several years' growth in output.

For example, if the objective is to fully meet demand,

capacity additions to the power system (especially

generation) need to be large and long tived in order to have

available a supply that will be needed to meet future

demand. The initial costs of constructing generation,

transmission, and distribution are relatively high in

relation to operating and maintenance costs. Thus, marginal

cost pricing in these kind of circunstances would resul-t in
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significant fluctuations in price, which in turn would be a

source of considerable uncercaincy Íor consumers and would

create problerns for planning long term investment in

facilitates electric consumption. Even where it is

technologically possible to extend capacity in fairly small

increments, fluctuation in the availability of finance can

mean that capacity must be extended in somewhat larger

lumps. Strict MC pricing in these circumstances may require

periodic Iarge changes in prices.

If, in such circumstances, the price is set equal to

marginal system cost, price would equal short-run marginal

cost when capacity is less than fully utilized; and when

demand increases so that existing capacity becomes fuIly
utilized, the price will be raised in order to ration the

fixed capacity. Às known the capacity leve1 for the power

system is limited, exploitation of these capacities give

r i se to the problems of capital indivi s ibi 1 ity. The

following is the illusLration of the capital indivisibility
and divisibility for electric povrer system.

1[,3.1 Caoital rndivisibilitv and Divisibilitv

This phenomenon, which is illustrated in Figure 4.1 where

capital is divisible, shows that MC (supply) curve is

supplying the additional units of output and demand curve is

determined by the Kwh of electricity demand per year at any

given average price l-evel are presented by AS and EDo
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respectively. The equilibrium price and guantity are po and

8o respecÈively. If the demand curve shifts from EDe to D1,

a new price quantity solution (pr, erl is obtained by the

intersection of AS and D1. By using marginal cost the

consumption benefit at point 0 in terms of this equilibrium
is shown by the consumers' wirringness to pay. This is the

area under the demand curve OEFJ. The cost of supprying the

output is the area under supply curve oÀHJ. The net benefit
is the area ÀEFH, but the maximum neL benefit is the area

ÀEG achieved when price is equal to MC of the optimal Level

at point G as shown in Figure 4"1"

In mathematical te;ms, the net benèfit (Hg) is given by:

NB = J? P(e) de J oQ Mc (e) de

where P(8) and MC(Q) are the equations of the demand and

supply curves, respectiveJ.y" The formula A(NB)/rc = p(g)

mC(Q) = 0 shows the eguilibrium point where demand p(e) and

marginal- cost MC(8) intersect at (po, Oo ) and maximizes NB.

Let us consider the demand growth which is shifted from

year zeto to year one (Oo to Dr ). In the year zero the

market clearing price is Po, but by shifting demand to year

one, excess demand wi}l occur which is equal to GK. Thus,

the suppry shouLd be increased to Qr and the new equilibrium
level (t) optimal market, which established new price is p1"

But it may be that the information in the market is not

completer so it will be difficult to reach point L.
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Figure 4"1: Supply and Demand for ElectriciÈy Consumption

From.the technical economic rerations point of view in
the case of the production function, the marginal cost curve
is accurate, Ìeads the price, and quantity can increase

continuousry until it reaches point L. This exampre shows

how it is possible to move along the MC curve toward the
optimal level. This is the basic rure of setting a price
equar to the marginal cost and expanding suppry untir the
market c1ears.33

This procedure wirl continue up to the point where those

demanding more service wirl revear their willingness to pay

a price for additional service equar to short-run marginal

cost (s¡¡c) plus an annuar equivalent of marginar capacity

q

Ë

I
E

E

33 M" Munasinghe and J.
Theorv and Case Studv,

J. Warford.
ch. 2.

Electricitv Pricinq
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cost. It is at this point, where existing capacity is fully
utilized and consumers are paying a price that equars

long-run marginar cost (r,Rr"fc ) , that the investment in
additional capacity can be just.ified. since capacity cannot

be increased by a small amount, the phenomenon requires that
a minimum size of plant has to be added for increasing

capacity. If an attempt is made to increase production

beyond capacity, there wiIl be a sharp increase in MC

(according to williamson, MC becomes infinite at t.hat

leve1). That is, MC does not follow its usual trend, if
producLion is increased with the existing prant beyond

capacity. Àt capacity leveI, therefore, the LMC curve

becomes vertical. If, however, new capacity is added, LMC

returns' back to its usual trend. This phenomenon is

Figure 4.22 The Effect of capital Indivisibilities on price

%
I kwh)KILOTATT- IOUR5
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presented in Figure 4.2" The LMC curve implies increasing

marginal cost by foliowing a regular trend up to capacíty

level Qo" If the demand curve is Do, the price quantity

solution is given by Pe and Qo at which Do intersects LMC.

The capacity output for this plant is Qr. Àt this capacity

1eve1 , LMC becomes vert ical , whi.ch irnpl ies that LMC

increases tremendously for a marginal increment in

efectricity output. The meeting of a higher demand D1, (or

Dz) with this plant size will imply a higher equilibrium
price Pr (or Pz) Íf, however, new capacity is added, and the

cost of new capacity becomes a sunk cost, the MC curve will
move back to its trend line. This capacity will be able to
supply in the long run an even higher demand refl-ected in
Dg, for an even lower price Ps, where P3

4.4 CALCT'tATION LONG-RT'N MARGINAL cosrs

The analysis underlying this section is the calculating
of long-run marginal cost (¡,nUC) for the efectric power

sector. Characteristically, the total cost of an electric
utility is composed of capacity costs, energy costs, and

consumer costs, while a unit of quantity refers to kilowatts

34 E. O. Williamsono "Peak-Load Pricing and Optimal
Capacity Under Indivisibility Constraints. " e¡¡e¡jce¡
Economic Review (September 1g5il, pp. 810 ry
Sounders, Warford & Wellenius" Telecommunications and
Economic Development. Baltimore: @ss,1983, pp. 266 267¡ Staff workinq Paper No. 340, World
Bank, Washington D.C., (Ju1y 1979)¡ M. Munasinghe and J.
J. Warf ord. Electricitv Pricinq , 1982, Ch. 2.



(Kv¡), or kilowatt-hours (xwh),

the calcuiation of marginaL costs

change in the level of kilowatt
kil-owatt-hours generatedr or the

system" This can be shown as:

AC
MC=

AQ

I{here:
capac i ty costs
kilowatts, or k
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or customers. 35 Therefore,

undertakes to measure the

capacity, the number of

number of customers on the

+ energy costs + customers costs,
ilowatt-hours, or customers.

C=
O=

4.4.1 Marqinal Capacity Costs

Marginal capacity costs which are the costs of investment

in generation (c), transmission (r), and distribution (o)

facilities to supply additional kilowatts (nw), are measured

as the summation of additional per-kilowatt generation

costs, transmission costs, and incremental costs per-Kw of

the portion of the distribution system which is related to

maximum demand levels" These costs will be added to the

total system cost, due to the increase in the leve1 of

demand.

35 S. Werner
Pr inc iples
Michigârì,
Division of

G" G.
PubI ic

Graduate
Research,

and
in

Thomas, Àpplications of Economic
Ut i I itv I ndustry. Un iversi ty of

Schoo1 of Business Administration,
1981, pp. 53-71.
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rransmission, and oístribuuion costs:
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of generat ion,

a) Marginal generation costs, are the costs of additional
capacity to the system's generating capacity. The

company can estimate the costs by calculating the

costs of a project, for example, over 5 to 10 years,

which calculations will include all the details of the

type of equipment and other facilities to be added to

the efectric power system. The caLculation of

long-run marginal capacity (fnuC) costs per Kw

(generation (c)) is:
The costs of additional generating capacity

LRMC =
The quantity increase in peak-Ioad

b) Marginal transmission

procedure to calculate
costs, (lnuc). The

facilities for 5 to 1 0

increase in peak power

gives the LRMC per-Kw

costs can use a similar
long-run marginal transmission

capital budget for transmission

years is divided by the project

demand over that period, which

for transmission facilities.

Generally, ê11 costs of investment in transmission and

distribution should be allocated to incremental capacity,

because the designs of these facilities are determined

principally by the peak Kw that they carry, rather than Kwh.

An example of the system using the average incremental

cost (efC) method to estimate the LRMC of transmission and
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are the increase

investment costs,

AIC of capacity is
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suppose in year ¡{, ADn and In

nd served (megawatts) and the

ve1y. Then, the calculation of

.r\+ r)J

follows:

in dema

re spec t i
given by

T
t\-rn/(t

/l

n-OÀIC =

1 + rfl

Where:

r = the discount (interest) rate (for example, the

opportunity cost of capital)

T = is the number of years for which electricity

expenditures and attributable output are

forecast (ptanning horizon for example,

5-10 or up to 50 years)

L = is the average time delay between the investment

and commissioning dates for new facilities

This formula above is to determine ÀIC, calculated by

discounting all incremental costs which will be incurred in

t.he f uture to provide the estimated additional amount of

electr.icity which wiIl be demanded over a specified period,

and dividing that by the discounted value of increment.al

output over the period

Therefore, the ÀIC defines long-run marginal cosLs' where

the estimates smoothes out the lumps in the expenditure

Aon/ (

ï
n-L
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stream while at the same time reflecting the general level
and trend of iut,ure cosEs which are incurred as eiectricity
consumption increases" Where the unit costs are lumpy the

AIC estimate will not be egual to the long run marginal

cost.

AIC can be distinguished from the long run marginal costs

definition. AIC takes a longer view of costs looking beyond

the next incrementaL in capacity. This can be particularly
important where rapid technologocial change is taking place

or significant scale economies are being experienced. AIC

al-so has the attribute of avoiding severe price fluctuations
aithough it does not adhere closely to long run marginal

cost.

From the discussion above it can be seen that not only

must capacity be constructed, but that it should be operated

and maintained. The conpany annually should estimate the

expenses of the operating and maintenance, and the costs

associated with additions of generation, transmission, and

distribution capacity" The LRMC analysis at the generation,

transmission and distribution leveIs helps the company to

establish whether these incremental costs are excessive

because of overinvestment, high losses, or both"36

36 M. Munasinghe and J. J. Warford. Electricitv Pricinq
Theorv and Case Study, 1982, ch. 4; Charles, J. C. and
John, L. J. Studies ín Electric Utilitv RequLation.
Ballinser co. cam5îTase,-!ril1975;-- ch; f R. K.
Davidson. Price Discrimination iq Sellinq Gas and
Electricitv. aartirnore: .:otrn.s Hopt<ins@ 19F, ch.
6; H. S. Houthakker, "Electricity Tariffs in Theory and
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4,4.? Marqinal Energv CosLs

Marginal energy costs are

needed to provide additional
whereas in a hydroelectric

investment cost which is assoc

energy.

Most utility systems add energy

and efficient way. They generate

from the unit with least expensive

energy is needed, the system wi

plant.

To cafculate long-run marginal

during the peak period, take the

recent period available divided by

the point of generation during that

measure of marginal fuel costs.

the fuel and operating costs

Kwh from a thermal plant,

system it is a part of the

iated with storage related to

in the most economical

the maximum number of Kwh

running costs. If more

11 move to its cheapest

cost (rru'lC) of energy

total cost for the most

total Kwh production at

period. This would be a

The LRMC of off-peak energy corresponding to a load

increment during the off-peak period would usually be the

running costs of the least efficient base-Ioad, or cycling
plant used during this period.37

Practice. "

37 rbid"

Economic Journal (t'tarch 1951), pp. 169-82"
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4"4.3 Marqinal Customer Costs

I'farginal customer costs are the incremental costs

directly attributable to consumers, including costs of

hook-up, metering, and bil1ing"

Some electric utility costs vary neither with peak demand

nor energy consumption, but directly with the number and

types of customers that are served. Some of these costs

represent capital expenditures on plant and equipment, while

other costs which are primarily wages and salaries to

working staff associated with maintenance are incurred

annuaIly. Capital costs incurred merely by adding an

additional customer are associated with hook-up equipment,

meters, billing equipmenL, administration office space, and

to some extent distributional costs associated with basic

territorial coverage.

Capital costs associated with hooking-up and providing

meters for additional customers are easy to estimate from

recent historical data for different types of customers.

Billing equipment, office space, and territorial coverage

are not as easy to isolate by particular types of customers.

Practically, the way to calculate marginal .r=to*"r costs

could be by fitting a statistical costs related with the

number of customers.

In general, electric power systems vary in allocating
incremental (non-fuel) operating, rnêintenance, and



administrative cosLs among the

nameiy capacity, energy, and

analysi s of spec i f ic systems. 3 I
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cost categories,

This requires an

three basic

customer.

4.5 COST STRUCTT'RE OF THE TYPES OF SYSTET{S

The structuring of the costs of an electric power system

is the first step in selecting an appropriate pricing or

rating period, but it is known that the characteristics of

demand for electric power fluctuates over time. To

calculate long-run marginal costs (r,Rt'tC) it is important to
first examine and describe the load duration curve (roC) and

generation schedules to determine the periods during which

demand presses on capacity and supply costs are highest. In

an electric power system the cyclical critical periods (load

and noload demand), may be caused by daily demand

variations, (e.9., evening lighting load), seasonal

variations (".9., summer air-conditioning load), and supply

(u.g., dry seasons for hydro systems). These cases have

different effects depending on typical plant systems either
all-thermal, all-hydro, or mixed hydro-thermal systems.

First of all, this section wiIl describe the load

duration curve LDC in terms of electric utility. Secondly,

the calculation of marginal cost of the typical electric
povrer system, when the plants are of specific types.

38 rbid.
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An important feature of the demand for electricity Ís
that it fluctuates greatly with t,ime" Because it is
expensive and impractical t.o store erectricity in most

cases, it should be produced at the time it is required.

Figure ,å.3 i llustrates the hourty erectr ic ity demand that
faces a typical el.ectric utitity during a one-day period.
The demand for }oad is measured in kilowatts or megawatts,
and the area under the curve is the approximate total energy
demanded that day. Às shown in Figure 4,3 the demand is
Iowest during the night hours.

Figure 4.3: À Tylical Daily Load Curve for an ElectricUtitity

I a.m. 5 a.m.
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Figure 4.4 shows the hourry demand facing a utility for
every hour of the year arranged chronologically and shows

that the demand is generalry much higher in the summer

months when demand for eLectricity (for example, air
conditioning) is high" Thus, the peak demand or peak hourly

Figure 4.42 À Typical Annual Load Curve for an Electric
Utility

load f9r the year usually occurs on a very hot surnmer day,

rt is important to know when the peak dernand occurs during
the year for pranning purposes, because it shows the maximum

amount of electrical power that the system should be

prepared to supply at any point in time within the year.

The utility system shourd have sufficient generating

capacity to meet this peak demand.

t5
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Moreover, because of the long period of time required to
plan for and const.ruct large generating stations, utilities
shoul-d plan.their generating system based on a forecast of
peak demands for many years into the future. In addition,
the utility should maintain reserve capacity in excess of

its projected peak demand, This allows for factors such as

forecasting errors, equipment breakdowns, outages, etc.

The hourly loads for a year shown in the preceding graphs

can be reordered in terms of the highest to lov¡est hourly

loads. This reordering and presentation of loads in the

form of a graph gives what is known as an annual "load

duration curve (¡,DC)"" Àn example is shown in Figure 4"5,

Figure 4.5: À Typical Ànnual Load Duration Curve for an
Electric Utility
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The number of hours in a year is 8.760.

Figure 4.5 shows that the highest demand attained in any

hour during the year is D1 kilowatts and the lowest is Da

kilowatts. For H2 hours of 8,760 hours in a year, demand is

equal to Dz kilowatts, similarly for H3 years of the year

demand is equal to D3 kilowatts for 8,760 -- Hs hours in the

year. The area under the LDC is the quantity of energy

demanded during the year.

The annual Ioad factor is defined as the ratio utility of

the average of hourly demand for the year to the peak hourly

demand in the year, which is equivalent to the ratio of the

area (energy) under the annual LDC to the area of the

rectangle bounded by the peak demand in kilowatts and to the

right by the total number of hours in the year the total
energy that would be demanded if the peak demand occurred

during the year. Similarly you could find daily or a

monthly load factor. Thus, the annual load factor is a

measure of the regularity or flatness of the LDC. For

example, the maximum possible annual load factor of unity
would indicate equal hourly demands throughout the year and

a horizontal annuaf LDC. A low value for the load factor

would indicate that the annual LDC falls steeply to the

right.

Generally, most utility systems prefer to have a higher

rather than lower ioad factor because this al-lows them to
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reduce generaLing costs per unit of output. À flatter curve

would reguire behavioural or technologicai charrges by users

who are required to change their consumption patterns. This

in turn will impose costs on those users, because the

utility caused the shape of the LDC to change in order to
minimize costs for society as a whole. The LDC is heavily

dependent upon the pricing policies of the electric utility.

The conclusion from Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 is that the

peak demand hourly during the day or seasonly will create

problems for electric pov¡er systems. The electric utilities
should have sufficient capacity to meet the peak demand, and

the system should maintain generating facilities utilized
less than ful1 time. This could mean that certain

generating facilities might be utilized for only a very

small number of hours in a year.

4"5.1 AIl-fhermal Svstem

The preceding discussion of the LDC concept has been

general. This discussion will explain the calculation of

LRMC and use of the LDC concept for an all thermal plant.

Consider a pov¡er system that

thermal plants namely gas turbine,

Figure 4.6, (in A and B) shows

and summer for all thermal plants,

one year, which is the aggregate

has only three types of

oiI-f ired, and nuclear.

the daily demand of winter

and C shows the LDC for
of the sysiem. Figure C
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also shows the projection of the plant capacity horizontally
through the daily curves, ât thq times when different prants

are started.up, placed on load, taken off load and shut down

on di f ferent days. By cont inui ng thi s s i tuat i on

horizontally through the demand duration curve LDC, the

total operating time of each plant during the year can be

shown.

Figure 4.6: Load Dispatching in an All-ThermaI System

c
OEI¡A¡O

OURATþI¿

5A¡¡ 5^¡, 5AÀ1

lþuns o,tE DÀY |0.n5
5A*! O 876,0

cb¿T DAY OriE YEAN

The area under the daily use or demand curves (for winter

and summer) is the energy delivered by each plant and is the

basis for the total system operating costs. The plants are

placed in order with the plant with the lowest operating

cost per unit of output at the bottom, The plant with the

hightest operating costs is at the top and in this
illustration it wiII not be used in the summer.
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The estimation of operêting costs is shown in Figure e"6
(¡ and c). Here the weighting aL each t,ime intervar is
indicated by Øawhere Øa is the output of the plant in thaÈ

interval" cost can then be estimated on the basis of the

types of prant use for each time interval ø€ The LDc in
Figure 4.6 (c) integrates and makes cost estimation much

simprer than r¿ould be the case if the curves shown in
Figures 4.6 A and B were used.ss

Figure 4"7 shows the LDC as .ÀBEF. consider that the

system started from year zero (beginning of the year where

the demand is zero), and that there are two demand peak and

off-peak periods during the year. Às demand gro?rs, the peak

demand is shown by the shaded area in Figure 4"7. rn Figure
4.8 the LDC is shown by D starting from year zero (Oo) and

at the peak demand shifting the curve D to D + AD curve, âs

shown by the broken line in Figure 4.8.

The LRMC carcuration of the generation is equal to Ac/aÐ

where the increment of demand aD is marginal both in tirne

and megawatts. rn theory aD can be either positive or

negative, that is, both increments and decrements shourd be

considered symmetricalry. Generarry the ratio ac/an wilr
vary with the sign as well as the magnitude of AD.

3s R, Turvey and D. Anderson. Electricity Economics, 1977,
ch" 13; M. Munasinghe and J" J. wffi't@
Pricinq Theorv and Case Study, 1982, Ch" 4i J" R. Nef.son.
Maroinal Cos! Pricinq in Practice. Englewood CIiff,
N.J.: Prentice HaIl, Inc., 1964, Ch. 5; M. G. Webb.
The Economics of Nationalized Industries, 1973, Ch. 5.
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LRMC, which rnakes

capacity costs) by

operation with and

demand AD. 4 o
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use a computerized model to calculate

it easier to determine che AC (ci:ange irr

simulating the expansion path and system

without the increment or decrement in

4o rbid.
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Figure 4.7t Typical Ànnual Load Duration Curve
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4 "5 "2 All-ÊIvdro Svstem

The calculation of the LRMC of generation of an all-hydro
power system depends on the seasonal variations, which are

the special characteristic of pure hydro systems. During

the year there is a single wet and a single dry season,

thus, the water has to be put in storage in the wet season

to help the system meet the reguirements in the dry season.

The analysis for this typical system requires:

a) The treating of a set of reservoirs and hydro plants

in terms of a single equivalent.

b)

c)

That the analysis should cover a single

That deterministic or expected values of

should ignore the

year.

water inflows

effect ofand outflows

uncerta i nt i es .

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show.the hydroelectric system when

the water inflow and outflow varies during the seasons. The

river flow of water into the system typically fluctuates and

the inflow is measured by kilowatt-hours (Ks¡h) of potential

energy a day. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show that the storage

water drops from point A to B during dry season, which

discharged water is measured in gigawatt-hours. In the wet

season the water increases from B to C at which point the

reservoir is ful1 and any excess water should be spilled.
Then the spilling or sluicing water or both will continue as

long as energy demand is below the energy inflows (from



point C to D) " In

the desired outflow

Again this cycle of

the dry season which
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the wet season the water inflow exceeds

as shown in the Figures from B to D"

water fl-ow will repeat from the start of

begins from point D.

ff. the system is provided with water from one or two

large rivers, then the spilling or sluicing period from C to

D will be long, since the energy inflow exceeds wet season

energy demand, and eliminates the need for water to be

stored. Thus, extra output can be produced in the wet

season, if there is sufficient turbine capacity. Thus, the

marginal costs of output in the wet seasons is zeto,

During the dry season the energy inflows are less than

energy demand, thus the marginal costs wiIl rise, because

extra energy is needed to produce po!¡er to meet the extra

demand. But in this situation the system cannot meet this

demand without the provision of extra storage capacity, so

the marginal costs of energy at any point in time during the

dry season are the marginal costs of providing storage

capac i ty "

The conclusion from the above discussion is that in an

all-hydro system the LRMC of generating capacity incurred

during the peak period would be based on the cost of

increasing peaking capability, that is, additional turbines.

to expand capacity. The incremental energy costs which are

attributable to the dry season would be the costs of



reservoir storage.

energy costs are

maintenance costs

During the wet season,

small usuaJ-Iy involving

on1y. a 1
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the incremental

operat i<¡ns and

41 R. Turvey and D. Ànderson. Electricitv Economics, 1977,
Ch" 15; M. Munasinghe and J. J. Warford. Electricitv
Pricinq Theorv and õase Study, 1982, Ch. 4.
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Figure 4 "92 Water Inflow and Outflows of an å,Il-Hydro
System
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&,5.3 Mixed F{vdro-Thermel SveÈ,ems

The costs of LRÌ,ÍC in mixed hydro-thermal systems depend

on the mix of generating plants used at different times and

under different conditions. First, when therma). generation

supplements hydro generation in the dry season the hydro

system is available throughout the year. In the wet season,

the hydro energy inflows exceed energy demands, and the

marginal costs of energy are egual to zero. Figure 4.11 in
À shows the daily peak demands in the wet season, which

approach the systems's power capacity. In the dry season

however marginal costs rise accordingly to reflect the

Figure 4.1 1 : System Operations With Thermal
Sea son
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marginal costs of providing additional capacity.

In t.he dry season, âr increment of energy demand can be

met by more output from the thermal plant, where there is

additional capacity available from a thermal plant in the

system. In Lhat case the marginal costs wiIl be the

marginal costs of fuel. This situation occurs if there is

an overinvestment in thermal capacity. Figure B shows the

thermal plants on base load operation, in which case an

increment of energy demand wi 1I requi re extra thermal

capac i ty . It is desirable however to keep the extra

capacity down to minimum and to use it fully by spreading

the extra thermal output over all the hours of the dry

season" Then the calculation of LRMC per Kwh in this case

is done by adding these elements which ares a) marginal

fuel costs; b) marginal capacity cost of thermal plant

divided by the number of hours in the dry seasont c)

marginal capacity costs of hydro plant divided by the number

of hours in the dry season.

Second, consider the case when thermal energy is required

in both seasons. In the wet season hydro generally will be

on base Ioad, and thermal plants will be providing for peak

demand. But in the dry season the situation is different.
with the thermal plants on base l-oad hydro provides for peak

demand which operation i s sho¡+n in Figure 4 "12.
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Figure 4 "122 Hydro-Thermal
Backup For Wet
Peaking

A

&Y IN WET SEASO{

System Operations With Thermal
and Dry Season With Thermal
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Àn increase of demand in the wet season will require
extra output from the thermal plant if the hydro is
operating at capacity. The marginal costs will be equal to
marginal costs of fuel- plus marginal costs of providing

capacity at the peak demand period. But at off-peak demand

in the wet season, the thermal plant may not be operating at
all, and the hydro plant may be operating below capacity.
However, in t.his case the hydro output will have to be

reduced at a later time and thermal energy wilL be required

to restore storage Èo the desired level" Then, the marginal

energy costs wiIl equal marginal fuel costs"

In the dry season, the thermal plant will provide for the

base load, and extra output should come from the thermal

plant at the peak loadr so marginal costs wiIl equal

I-OLRS
MDNIGHT
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meet extra

fuel costs plus

the dry season the

ity and extra thermal
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marginal capac ity costs.

thermai piant is working aL

capacity will be needed to

occur " 4 2

4"6 MODIFICATION OF LONG-RT'N MARGINAL COSTS

In the previous sections discussed the tariff structure

of the LRMC pricing, but the tariff structure will be

affected directly and indirectly where there are constraints
to the economy and particularly in the electricity industry,
which make it difficult to reach the equilibrium l-evel.

These constraints produce deviation in the final tariffs
relative Lo the LRMC, and can be divided into two groups,

The first consists of economic distortions such as

uncertainty of future input prices, plant availability,
forecasting the load under assumption of weather condition;
social Iifeline problems of low income consumers. The

second group are based on political, financial consideration

for example, changes in government or their plans often

according to their political view; revenue may be

insufficient to finance a certain proportion of future

capi ta1 expendi tures and othe r f. inanc iaI charges. The

problems of metering and bilting such as the difficulties to

allocate the cost equitably as possible among consumers

through the tariff structures.

42 rbid.

To meet these constraints
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the tariff structure should be derived by modifying the

LRMC" The process of adjusting LRMC generally will resuii:

in deviations in both the magnitude and structure of the

LRMC, and take into account the type of users, level of

income, and the difficulties of metering and bilIing.

The distortions which are mentioned above and which

produce a deviation in the final tariff rel-ative to the

LRMC, there are ways to cope, for example the distortion
which occurs basically within an economic framework requires

the shadow pricing, second-best solution i.e. a subsidized

or lifeline price for lov¡-income consumers. The second

group, which includes the other considerations, namely

f inanc ial , soc iopol i t ical and di f f icult ies of meter ing and

billing reguires a different solution which will be dealt

with later.43 44

In the following analysis

LRMC pricing are discussed.

the possibilities of modifying

4,.6.1 Shado¡c Pricino

The shadow prÍces are used to compensate for the effect

distortions of the economic resource costs o'f inputs used

produce electricity" This section presents a brief
of

to

43 R. Turvey. Optimal Pricinq
supprv" (1968), ch, 8.

and Investment in Electricitv

44 M. Munasinghe and J. J. warford.
Theory and Case Studv, 1981, Ch. 5.

Electricitv Pricinq
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to shadow prices in the electricity sector,

the concext oi a nacionai economy, and

relevant to the developing countries.

when market imperfections occur, shadow prices

instead of the distorted market prices to

true economic resource costs of various goods

in the economy. Such shadow prices have their
theory of welfare economics and cost-benefit

Under perfect competition, the prices which reflect the

true marginal social costs, scarce resources are efficiently
allocated, and for a given income distribution no one person

can be made better-off without making someone else worse-off

(condition of pareto-optimal). But in the real worId, the

situations are different; there is distortion in the economy

such as monopoly practice i external economies and

diseconomies; interventions in the market process through

taxes, duties, and subsidiesi alI of which result in market

prices for goods and services different from true economic

value or shadow prices. All these considerations require

appropriate shadow prices instead of market prices for

economic analysis, especially in the developing countries

where market distortions are freguent"

To estimate shadow prices it is necessary to divide

economic resources into tradeable and nontradeable inputs.
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The values of directly imported or exported goods and

services should be in terms of border prices, wíth the

foreign exchange costs converted at the official exchange

rate. LocalIy purchased items valued at domestic market

prices should be converted to border prices by multiplying
by a appropriate conversion factor (Cr). The tradeable and

nontradeable are treated di f ferently as the following

discussion v¡i11 show.

In the case of tradeables with infinite elasticities of

world supply for imports and world demand for exports, the

cost of insurance and freight border prices for export and

import may be used with suitable adjustment for the

marketing margin. The free trade assumption is not required

to justify the border prices, because domestic price

distortions are not effected but could be adjusted by

netting out aII taxes, duties, and subsidies.

The case of nontradeable economic resources has two types

of commodities both conventionally defined as a commodity

whose domestic supply price lies between the free on board

(f.o.b. ) and cost, insurance, freight (c.i.f. ) prices for

export and import¡ rêspectively. The other items are not

traded at the margin such as bonds or rigid quotas on

commodities. For example, if increased demand for a given

nontradeable good or service causes the domestic supply or

imports to expand, the associated border prices marginal

social cost (uSC) of this increased supply is the relevant



resource cost.

users decreases,

(t{ss ) of thi s

export earnings

social costs.

I n the case of electric povrer the most important

tradeable inputs are capital goods and petroleum based

f ueIs. Some countries may have other domestic fuels

available such as natural-gas or coaf deposits. If no

clear-cut export market exists for these indigenous energy

resources I they cannot be treated as tradeables. ïn

addition, íf there is no alternative use for the fuels, an

appropriate economic value is the marginal social cost of

production, that is, of extracting gas or coal- pulls a

markup for the discounted value of future consumption

foregone or "user cost". If another high value exists for

this fuel, the opportunity cost of not using the resource in

the alternative use should be considered as the economic

cost of the fue]-

The most important nontradeable primary factor inputs are

labor and land. Let us consider a typical case of unskilled

labor in a country with surplus labour, for example, rural

workers employed for dam construction. The foregone output

of workers used in the electric power sector is the dominant

component of t.he shadow wage rate (swn). Complications rise

because the original rural income earned may not reflect the

86

If consumption of other domestic or foreign

tne border-priced margínai social benefit

foregone domestic consumption or of reduced

would be a more appropriate measure of



marginal product of agricultural labor "
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The ef f ic iency

shadow vrage rate which inciude che foregone marginal outpul-

and overhead costs (such as Lransport expenses) of labor in

domestic prices and should multiply with conversion factors

to convert these values into border prices"

The shadow val-ue f or land depends on its l-ocation.

UsuaIIy, the market prices of urban land is a good indicator

of its economic value in domestic prices. The application

of an appropriate conversion factor, such as the standard

conversion factor (SCF), to this domestic price will yield

the border-priced cost of urban land inputs. RuraI land

that can be used in agriculture may be valued at its

opportunity cost, the net benefit of foregone agriculture
output. The MSC of other rural land is usual-1y assumed to

be negligible, uoless there is specif ic reason to the

contrary. Examples might be the flooding of virgin jungle

because of a hydroelectric dam that would involve the loss

of valuable tirnber t or spoilage of a recreational area that

has commercial potential.

The shador,,'price of capital is usually reflected in the

di scount rate or account ing rate of interest , which i s

defined as the rate of decline in the value of the numeraire

over time. a s

45 Ibid., and Ray
Baltimore: Johns

Anandarup. Cost-Benefit
Hopkins, 1984, C);.s. 2, 3, 4 and 5.
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&"6,2 Second-Best Consideratione

Theoretically, the concept of the second-best "is the

best allocation of resources, that can be obtainable when

various constraints preclude attaining true economic

efficiency. "46 Àn electric power system characteristically

can substiLute and complement inputs, but where the prices

of the inputs elsewhere in the economy do not reflect

marginal costs, then, the second-best solution may be

required.aT The Baumol-Bradford proposition is that "prices

which deviate in a systematic manner from marginal costs

will be required for an optimal allocation of resources,

even in the absence of externalities."as This is necessary

to obtain a proper balance of resource allocation.

The price distortion wiIl effect the inputs into the

production of electric power and output of other sectors

that are electricity intensive such as the aluminum

industry. Because of these matters modi fying LRMC

subsidizes the electric power system.

46 w" Nicholson. Microeconomic Theory. (2nd ed. ), Dryden
Press, 1978, p. 684.

47 S. Roger and V. Michael. "Second Best Pricing with
Stochastic Demand. " Àmerican Economic Review, (March
1978), 58, pp. 42-53.

48 I{. J. Baumol and D. F.
Marginal Cost Pricing.
1979), pp. 265-283.

Bradford. "Optimal Departures From
" American Economic Review (June
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Let us consider the case in developing countries. For

example, subsidies for imported generaËors or diesel fuei

exist in many devetoping countries which may make it

advantageous for users to establish their own plants, even

though for the economy as a whole this is not the least

expens ive vray to meet the demand. The first-best solution

in this case is for the government to cut off the subsidy

for generators or to restrict the importation of generators

and to set the price of electricity at the LRMC. But in the

case of the importation of subsidized diesel fuel the

situation is different. Government policy dictates the need

to maintain subsidies for this kind of fuel with the result

that the price of electricity lower than LRMC. Thus, the

second-best sol-ution would be required. The extent of the

deviation from the LRMC is determined by the size of the

subsidy and the degree of substitutability of the

alternat ive energy source. 4 s

4"5,3 Subsidized Socia1
Pr ices

or Lifeline (rncreasinq BIock)

Tn some developing countries the government subsidizes

the input (".g. fuel), such as kerosene, because the costs

of consumption of electric por.rer units are high relative to

the low-income of the consumer. This subsidy is in favor of

lifeline to supply the basic electricity needs at prices

4s M. Munasinghe and J.
Theorv and Case Studv,

J. warford. Electricity Pricinq
1981, ch. 3.
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which the low-income consumer can afford" In theory, a lump

sum cash transfer poJ-icy to low-income households to meet

their basic needs such as electricity service would be a

simple way t.o solve this problem" But this policy would be

ineffective in some views as the electric power utilities
could act as discriminating monopolists by using an

increasing-bIock tariff ,

addressing these issues.

and could get advantages in

The concept of increasing (inverted) block tariffs is the

counterpart to Lhe declining block tariffs, and is a form

of conservatíon pricing. The price for each block rises

r+ith each successive block, and at the same time both the

marginal and average costs of el-ectricity to the consumer

increases with his or her usage. In other words capacity

expansion causes the cost of elecLr íc polrer units to

i nc rease "

The increasing block tariff suffers from severaL

deficiencies, such as: efficiency and insulation incentives

which may be induced by building codes or tax incentives may

be more effective; implementation of the conservation method

may be outside the electricity regulatory sphere; imposing a

penalty for the larger user may not result in significant
use reductions or abandonment of service, but may lead to

the system resorting to self-supply; the system may not

significantly reduce the system peaks or slow down the

system expansion, and the unit costs may be increased
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further, Some views hold that this type of tariff is an

inducement to decrease the consumption oÍ electric pol,Ier

(reduce demand), thus, the inverted block or lifeline may be

the best solution to the problem of excessive revenue.

Let us now iIl-ustrate the concept of subsidizing social
( increasing-block or Iifeline ) rates for low-income

consumers. This concept has another important $¡elfare

economic rationale based on income distribution. In Figure

4.13 there are two demand curves for low-income (rl) and

average-income (re) for domestic users which are denoted by

ÀÀ', BB' respectively. The efficient price (Pe) is the

level based on marginal cost and (ps) is the social price,

which prices are shown in Figure 4.13. The minimum

consumption block is from O Lo Qr, and the average

consumption block is from Qr to Qz. Then the poor consumer

(Iow-income) can consume the quantity of Qo, but he or she

cannot afford to consume the guantity 0r. If we assume the

actual price P=Pe, then the average household consumer wiIl

be consuming up to the optimal leve1 Qz" By measuring the

benefit for the two income level consumers the concept of

consumer surplus is used" If increased benefits accruing to

the poor have a high social weight value, then the consumer

surplus which is the area ÀPsA' should be multiptied by an

appropriate social weight, which is denoted by wi, where

wi

belorv Pe, the socially weighted distance OA would be greater

than the marginal cost of supply.
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Figure 4"13: Economic Basis for the Social or Lifeline Rate

I rlLovrÃIls I

Àdoption of the increasing block tariff (shown in Figure

4. 1 3 ) , which consi sts of the 1 i fel ine rate ps followed by

the full tariff Pê, helps. to capture the consumer surplus of

the poor consumer. But this cannot effect the optimal

consumption pattern of the average consumer at, the leveI of
quantity 8.' . In practice the minimum guantity Or should be

carefully determined to avoid subsidizing well-off
consumers, and should be based on acceptable criteria for
identifying the two levels of consumers.so

50 Ibid., Ch. 5. P. C. Mann, "Rate Structure Alternatives
f or Electricity. " Public Utilities Fort,niqhtlv (January
20, 1977), pp. 29-34; M, Munasinghe ánA J, Warford.
Electricitv Pricinq Theory and Case Study, Chs. 5 and 6i
J. L. Neufeld and J. Wattso "Inverted Block or Lifeline
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&"6"& Financial ConsÈraints

The financial objective for an electric power system is

to provide break-even or surplus revenue " The surplus may

be too high when the utitity sectors are regulated subject

to a cei l ing on earnings, or the surpJ-us may be low in the

case of a public enterprise where the target is minimum

earnings. Financial constraint requires modification of the

pricing policy in both cases. The price should be set bel-ow

marginal cost in the case of a higher surplus, and the price

should be set above marginal cost in the case of a lower

surplus.

When the electric povrer industry is owned by the private

sector, the most efficient solution for adjusting LRMC is to

set the price equal to MC and to rely on government

subsidies or taxes to meet the financial needs of the

industry. In some views the marginal cost pricing policy

fails to achieve the minimum financial target to enable

operations to continue.

When the electric povrer industry is owned by the public
(government), âs it is in mos! developing countries, the

target rate of return in the minimum requirement necessary

to resist sociopolitical pressures to keep prices too Iow.

This system wiIl face the problem of revaluating the asset

Micro-Eff ic
" E¡sJjr¿

Rates and
Electricity.
113-121 "

iency in
Eiconomlcs

the Consumption of
(Apri1 1981), pp.
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base" In a normal case the requirement would be consistent

with LRMC, buu when the syscem expands rapidly and requires

the utility sector to make a reasonable contribution to its

future investment program from its own revenue, then the

self-financing ratio is often expressed by the available

amount remaining after operating expenses and debt

service. 5 1 However, the f inancial constraints rai se some

serious problems which are:

a) when capital costs are rising rapidly and the costs of

the power system at today's prices have to be incurred

to replace it with an equivalent system, and the

system adopts the base of LRMC. In this case LRMC

pricing should be adjusted through an iterative
process until the financial constraints fal-1 within an

acceptable range. The adjustment should take into

account consumer categories (e.g. residential, and

industrial), as well as the different periods (peak

and off-peak), to determine the share of the revenue

burden to be borne by each user group in a given

pricing period.

b) Às demand and cost are interdependencies between

different times in tariff structure, welfare loss

problems wiIl occur. The solution requires more

knowledge of elasticities and cross-elasticities.

According to Baumol-Bradford "inverse elasticity rule

R. Turvey. Optimal Pricinq
Supplv, 1968, Ch. 8.

51 and Investment in Electricitv
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the greatest (Ieast) ¿lvergence from the strict LRMC

occurs for the consumer group and pricing perioo where

the price elast.icity is lowest (highest). " This

proposition is the most satisfactory adjustment

procedure from the viewpoint of economic efficiency in

the case of the electric power sector. The price

adjustment wi I1 be smallest for consumers whose

electricity users are most sensitive to price changes

(e.g. residential) and largest for users who are least

sensitive (e.g. industrial ) .

Àssuming that in the electric pov¡er system there are two

kinds of users, the mathematical expression of the

elastic ity rule is as follows:

( 1-LRr'{c , /P rt (1/e1 + 1/.trt

( 1 -LRMc z/P z> (1/e2 + 1/err>

gthere LRMC and Pi are the long-run marginal cost and price,

respectively, of usersi where as:

(Qí /Pí )

These formulas are the own

respectively, of demand (O) wi

can be interpreted as the elec

consumers in the same pricing

and eij =

(^ai/^pj)

6m
(i,j = 1,2)

and cross-price elasticities,
th respect to price (P). This

tricity consumption of the two

period or the consumption of

(aQilaPi )



the same consumer in two distinct pricing periods.

considered, but because of

elasticities, this technique

consumers more than others,

objectives. The following is
price-elasticity of demand tar
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Àsa

the lack of data on price

may appear to penalize some

thus violating the fairness

the discussion of the type of

if f structure. s2

practical matter, the system usualiy has a iarger number of

a consumer types and rating periods which should be

4.6.4.1 Price-Elasticity of Demand Tarif f

Traditionally, the users of electric power are classified

on the implicit basis of price elasticity theory. This

theory measures the sensitivity of changes in guantity

demand according to price changes and is defined by the

equat i on :

88, P =

Where:
P = the price-elasticity of demand,
the quantity of Kwh,
the price per unit Kwh.

M. Munasinghe and J. J" Warford. Electricitv Pricinq
Theory and Case Studv, 1981, Ch. 5; G. Robert Faust and
H. Gary Larson. "International Valuation Procedures for
Electric Utilities. " PubIic Utilities Fortniqhtlv
(august 14, 1 980) , pp. 19-25¡ and Baumol-Bradford,
"Optimal Departures from Marginal Cost Pricing. "
American Economic Review (June 1979), pp. 265-283.

A8P
APO

EQ,
o=
P=

52
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The price elasticity in terms of electric power reflects

that the consumerS are able to substicute their capacity arrd

are willing to adjust their use patterns.

I n the case of commerc ial
price-elasticity assumes that the

for an electric power unit which

and industrial users (demand for

demand), can be passed on to their

and industrial users

price elasticity of demand

is sold by such commercial

electricity is

own consumers.

a derived

Consumer cfassification for electric power is reflected

in the price elasticity differentials. For example, the

quantity demanded by residential users is relatively

insensitive to price changes (price inelastic), since their

ability to substitute and to pass increases onto others in

minimal. The quantity demanded by commercial and industrial

users is relatively more sensitive to price changes (more

price elastic) and their ability to substitute is greater

than residential group users (self-generation). But the

commercial and industrial users can reduce the Sensitivity

of price elasticity by increasing their ability to pass

electricity cost increases onto the consumer, and thus

decreasing the firm's'totaf cost for electric power.

There are some views supported by some evidence that the

price elasticity of demand for electric power is more price

elastic in the long-run than in the short-run. This is

because of the consumers ability to substitute electric
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povrer with other utilities and the electric povrer company's

ability to devise or employ more efficient management of

electricity use. Àccording to Taylor, the resuft of his

study is that the elasticity of demand for electricity
service for all consumer classes (residential, commercial,

and industrial-) was much greater in the long run than in the

short run, which indicates that the long run elasticity
coefficient exceeds 1.0 (price elastic).53

4.6,5 Peak-Load Pricins

The phenomenon of peak-Ioad is characteristically found

where the products or services are technologically

nonstorable such as electric power, where the alternative
storage costs are high. Peak load problems may occur on a

daily basis or arise from short run pLant capacity

restrictions during a high use season.

The problem of

W. Àrthur Lewis

wi 1I iarnson ( 1 966 )

A. Harberger and

the peak-load pricing
(1941), M" Boiteux

. It has also been

N. Àndreatta ( 1 963 )

has been analysed by

(1949) , and O. E.

treated recently by

s 4 The approach they

53 L. D. Taylor. "The Demand for Electricity: À Survey."
The Bell Journal of Economics VoI. 6 (Spring 1975), pp"
74-110.

W. A" Lewis. "The Two-Part Tariff. Economica (August
1941), pp. 249-70¡ M. Boíteux. "Peak
157-79¡ H. Houthakker.
and Practice. " pp" 169-82¡ I .M.D.
1 953;
pp. 585-610; E. O. Williamson. "Peak L
Optimal Capacity Under Indivisibility Con

pp. 249-70¡ M. Boiteux. "Peak Load
H. Houthakker. "Electricity Ta

tice. " pp" 169-82¡ I .M.D. The
P. Steiner. "Peak Load and Effi

Pricing, " pp.
riffs in Theory
Price of Fuel"

c ient Pr ic ing, "
oad Pricing and
straints. " pp.

54
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have suggested is to base prices on marginal costs. By

exactly matching marginai cosEs with corrsumers' wiliingness

to pay for additional output, a balance is achieved between

the social costs of increasing production and consumer

satisfaction"

In the case of electric pov¡er the demand fluctuates

according to the time of day or the season. For example,

the demand is higher at 5:00 p.m. than at '1 :00 a.m. on any

typical day. The point is that the electric power system

will face the problems of the peak and off-peak periods,

which technically means that if the peak demand is to be

satisfied by available output capacity at the time of peak

demand the capacity must be not less than the size of that

peak demand.

In such cases it might be argued that all capacity costs

should be borne by thè consumers responsible for the peak

demand, for it is that peak demand which will determine the

amount of capacity required. From this it would follow that

if capacity charges were met by demand in the peak periods,

then during the off-periods consumers would only have to pay

a price related to running costs, since they would be using

existing capacity. In the analysis which fol1ows, ân

attempt to illustrate these cases will be made by using

diagrammatic methods.

Àndreatta. "A Note on the
ricity Pricing, " Àpplied
pp. 37-54.

810-27. A. Ha
Economic Princ
Economic Paper

rberger and N.
iples of EIect
(t'tarch 1963),
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Let us consider the eLectric power system that has two

demand curves for a typical day which is shown in Figure

4"14. Day and night demand curves, DD could represent the

peak dernand during the day when electric loads are large,

and dd would indicate the off-peak demand during the night

hours when loads are low.

Figure 4,14: Peak Load Pricing ModeI

The marginal cost (uC) curve is simplified by assuming a

single type of plant with the SRMC of fuel, operating, and

maintenance costs given by the constant b, and the added

capacity given by constant B, where B is the cost of

5I
I

E

É
d

Þ
U

F

xr.o rÁn-rouRs

providing a unit of capacity. Àdding to capacity could
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involve, f.or example, investment costs suitably annuitized

and distributed over the lifetime ouuput of the pianc. The

unit running cost is ob and that capacity has an output

Iimit of 8d in each period. Here the capacity output during

the off-peak is Qn and during peak period is Qd. Then the

price will be higher during the peak which is Pd and lower

during the off-peak which is Pn. The prices resuft in an

aggregate social benefit of abc + berc' , which is the

maximum obtainable. The prices act as a rationing device to

allocate available output among potential consumers.

Let us consider that the electric power system has two

plants (SMCL SMC2¡ which are shown in Figure 4.15. The

off-peak consumers pay a price egual to ob, while the peak

period consumers pay the price ob + OB, which exceeds the

price ob by an amount sufficient to cover the marginal cost

of providing a unit capacity OB. rf capacity with an output

in excess of Qd were constructed, then the price which

should be paid by peak period is ob + OB" Figure 4.15 shows

that the capacity constructed with output Q'd is paid for by

the price paid in the peak-period which exceeds the price

(o¡ + oB) by ob. This example shows that the capacity

charges (on x Qd) are borne by peak consumers.

In the case of joint

allocated according to

demands. The capacity is

the example of case two,

demand for capacity, costs are

the strength of the respective

constructed with output similar to

but the price will be higher to
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Figure 4. 1 5: The Pricing
PIant s

of Peak Load With Two Short Run

e
J

Ë
F
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cover charges 2Ob + OB, where OB is the cost of providing an

additional unit of capacity for the whole demand cycle.

These cases indicate that the pressure on capacity arises

because of the O"un demand ÐD, and off-peak demand dd does

not infringe on the capacity output. The optimal pricing

rule has two parts corresponding to two distinct pricing
periods which are differentiated by the time of day,

peak-period price Pd = ob + OB and off-peak period price

Pn = ob.



The logic of this theory is
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that users during

peak-periods, who are ti're cause of capacity additions,

should bear fult responsibility for the capacity costs, as

well as fuel-, operating, and maintenance costs, while

off-peak consumers pay only the capacity costs. The

explanation for marginal-cost pricing techniques is that

peak-period consumers will have to pay a higher price than

off-peak users, since fnarginal increases in peak demand

entail expanding capacity in the long run, whereas increased

off-peak símp1y incurs incremental production costs on

existing units.55 Therefore, peak-load pricing or

time-of-day pricing conveys the LRMC of supply of electric
pov¡er to consumers as accurately as possible. The capacity

expansion in electricity will cause higher unit costs. The

reasons for increasing costs due to increasing expansion

include rising costs povrer of generation, increased cocts of

plant Iocation and environmental protection, high inflation

rates, and the exhaustion of the economies of scale in

generation and transmission.

As mentioned above, there are differential rates for peak

and off-peak hour consumption, with the higher rates usually

at the peaklload hour. This is consistent with the electric'
power objectives which are to penalize peak use in the

5s M. Munasinghe and J. J"
Theorv and Case Studv,
Economics of Nationalized
Sons Ltd. , 1973, Ch. 8;

Warford. Electricitv Pricinq
Ch. 2¡ M. G" Webb. The
Industries. Thomas Nelson and
Michael À. Crew. Probl-ems in

PubIic Utilitv Economics and Requlation.
Books , 1979, Ch. 1 .

Lex ington



short-run and to

system capacity.

improve load-factors
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and economize the

The end results of peak-load pricing are to avoid

unnecessary capacity expansion; to postpone some capacity

expansion; to decrease the unit costs; to reduce peak-load;

and to decrease the use of relatively inefficient standbl'

capacity. In summary, a peak-load pricing structure gives

recognition to the notion that peak demands inflate required

capacity and force into service relatively inefficient

standby equipment and that the peaking and reserve plants

incur higher operation costs than base plants.

The criticism of peak-load pricing is

consumer alters consumption from peak to

problem of wandering peaks wiIl be created

of implementing a peak-load pricing system

that because the

off-peak hours a

. ÀIso the cost

relative to the

cost of significant intermittent unused capacity and

capacity expansion could be substantial. s 6

4,6.6 Meterino and Billino

In practice there are several kinds of pricing per Kwh

(e"g. single Kwh, declining bIock, peak-load (time of Use)

two period, etc. ) . Thus the pricing structure (rn¡aC

pricing) should be adjusted according to the difficulties

s6 P" C. Mann . "Rate Structure Alternatives For
Public Utilities Fortniqhtlv (January 20,Electricity. "

1977), p. 1'10.
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found in setting a practical price and in the economies of

meter ing and bi J-l ing " The other problem which f aces tire

pricing structure is that the pricing tariff should be

comprehensible to the average consumer, Because individual

consumption cannot be adjusted a single price cannot be

used. However, the number of consumer categories, the

pricing period, consumption blocks and voltage leve1s should

be limited, so that the pricing structure is not too

complicated. The various types of pricing are discussed

below.

4.6.6.1 Metering Single Kilowatt Tariff

Traditionally, kilowatt-hour (¡twh) meters are designed to

record only the total Kwh consumption at that service point.

However, when price incentives are offered to influence

customers to shift consumption to off-peak hours or to

reduce demand, the utility should be able to measure Time of

Use (tOU) consumption and maximum demand. À tariff

structure could be used as sophisticated as the metering

device which is used to measure the consumption.

There are severaf kinds of metering kilowatt-hours which

are found in practice. One of them, metering a single Kwh

rate, will be described.

Metering single kilowatL-hour tariff consists simply of

the price (p) per Kwh eguai to the weighted average of

marginal cost (m) for n periods as shown by the formula:
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MrQr + + Mnen
P=

Qr + + Qn

Where:

P = the price per Kwh,
O = the group of consumer in different period is 8rr---QDr
M = marginal costs per Kwh in each period is given as Ml'-Mn
n = number of periods during the period (year), 1,---ñ.

Practically,by weighting the marginal costs Mr,----,MD in

the different periods according to their respective heavy

consumption periods for example, (residential consumer) such

as at breakfast time and other times during the day,

consumption can be shifted to periods of smaller consumption

during the day. The reduction in price P will stimulate the

time of consumptíon for many to small consumption periods

during the day. Thus, the price coincides with optimum

capacity only if the elasticity of demand is the same for

time periods.

The objective for this type of pricing is to establish a

single, simple, and correct Kwh tariff demands. sT

s7 R. Turvey and Electricity Economics,
University Press, 1977, Ch"Baltimore, MD:

16; V. B. Sanford
Books, 1983, Ch.

Ànderson.
John Hopkins l

. Innovative
15.

Electric Rates. Lexington



&"6"6"2 Declining-Block Tariffe

Tradi t iona1ly, the concept

involves a specific price for ki

in it ia1 consumpt ion has the

successively cheaper blocks, or

successive block. with lower

block consumed both the margina

costs of electricity to the

increasing consumption (use).
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of declining block tariffs
lowatt-hour (ttwh) , where the

highest price followed by

the price declines v¡ith each

prices for each successive

I (incremental) and average

consumer decreases with

The

s imple

some a

are:

a)

advantage of declining-bIock tariff is relatively
and easily understood by consumers, but there "t"

rguments against this type of tariff structure which

the declining block tariff is highly regressive and

unfair, because it penal-izes poor consumers who

generally use less eLectricity but would pay higher

prices on average of each unit purchased;

the electric power system will recover some of the

fixed costs from the initial block (which is charged

the higher price), even if the consumer's consumption

was low;

c) the first block corresponds to the higher cost of

supplying the customer's peak period load, whereas

additional consumption is mainly caused by off-peak

appliance use tbat can be supplied at a relatively
lower cost;

b)



d) by encouraging consumers to
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increase his or her

consumption an expansion of the system couid become

necessary. This expansion however, due to economies

of scale in production, could result in lower costs;

the declining block tariff is a type of discriminatory

pricing, which could be used to extract the maximum

revenue from smafler users who have l-ower price

elasticities of demand, while also encouraging

consumption of larger users who are more sensitive to

higher prices;

in fact that if any block under this type of tariff is

significantly below LRMC, it signals to the consumers

that electricity is much cheaper than it really is.

In other words the system will encourage wasteful

consumption rather than conservation, and the systems

expansion results in further economies of scale.sB

4.6,6.3 Two-Period Tariffs

The metering, for two-period tariff by the Time-of-Day

(rOo) is more complicated because of the practical problems

of installation and maintenance. The net benefit of

metering can be estimated by a cost benefit analysis which

is illustrated as follows:

sB P. C" Mann. "Rate Structure Alternatives For
Electricity. " Public Utilities Fortniqhtlv (January 20,
1977), pp, 29-34; R. Turvey and Anderson. Electricitv
Economics, 1977, Ch. 16¡ M. Munasinghe. Electricity
Pricing and Case Study, 1982, Ch. 6.

e)

f)
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Let us illustrate this analysis of metering for

two-periods, TOD tariff by the heip of Figure 4.16. Lip and

Do are the demand curves for an average hour during the peak

and off-peak hours of the day, respectively. The peak and

off-peak hours are denoted by H and (24-ll), respectively.

If the system is charged a uniform price which is average

price (pa) for the two periods, then the daily consumption

will be Q'pH and Qa (24-H) for peak and off-peak periods,

respectively, as shown in Figure 4.16 
"

I f the system

charges a price according to the peak and off-peak periods,

then the prices will be different which are (pp, po)

respectively, Ievied throughout the day. The consumption

levels are QpH and Qe (24-u) nwh.

Suppose the LRMC of supplying a Kwh during the peak and

off-peak periods are MCp and MCo respectively, and MCp

consists of the capacity costs plus energy costs, and MCo

consists of just energy costs.

The calculation of the net benefit

uniform price (Pa) is as foll-ows:

for the charging a

NBa 

= 
??";"3'oBcDe,p)H
[g'pttt'tCp + Qa(24

The net consumption benefit

charging the two period tariff

+ (area oAEQa ) ( 24-H) l
+ H) MCO]

calculation in the case

is as follows:

of

NBt 
= ?trt.Stoncep)H + (area oAFeo)(24-H)l

[gpHuCp + Qo (24'tt) uCo]

The change in net benefit, therefore, is,
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Figure 4.162 The Metering Decision to Implement a Two-
Period, Time-of-Day Tariff
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ANB=NBt-NBa

= [ (area gaEFQo ) ( 24-H) - (area epcDe'p)H]
+ [(Qa-Qo)(24-H) UCo + (Q'p-Qp)H ¡¿Cp]

By simplification of the two equations, the two period

tariff reflects the theoretical LRMC, that is, Pp = MCp and

Po = MCo.

For very poor consumers receiving a subsidized rate¡ ê

simple current limiting device may suffice. Thus the cost

of simple Kwh metering can creat.e a problem as the

additional cost may exceed its net benefit. The other
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problems the pricing structure face occur during maximum

demand Time-of-Day metering, when dífferent, peak ioad

pricing levels would be applicable to large MV and HV users

which are industrial and commercial, respectively"

Ànother problem is that some meters

outages. This problem can be solved

advanced technology, automatic meters,

some developed countries. This will
follor+ing section 4.6.7.3. ss

Most low voltage (i,v)

households, is metered only

the Kwh price is based on

costs.

This type of rate

amount per day, per

considering the quanti

customer or the hours

consumpt ion espec iaI1y for

on a kilowatt-hour basis, and

combined capacity and energy

are affected

technically,

etc. , as are

be discussed

by povrer

by using

used in

in the

4.6.7 Other Tariff Structure Issues:

There are several issues of electricity tariff structure

and these are discussed in the following pages.

4.6.7 .1 FIat Rate

is charged at

week, month,

a certain specif ied

or year , Ì{ i thout

ty of energy actually consumed by a

when the energy was consumed. The

ss M. Munasinghe and J. J. Warford.
Theorv and Case Study, 1981, Ch. 5.

Electricitv Pricinq



customer pays a lump sum per period and has

consuming any quantity of energy he7'sire

further payment, This kind of flat rate

used since it is obvious that the fixed pri

between customers with different rates of

could not be readiJ-y adjusted to reflect thi

t12

the privilege of

oesired witirouc

is not commonly

ce discriminates

consumption and

s di f ference "

The modification of flat rate charges is quite widely

used and is based on the size and number of electric lamps

and the rated power consumption of a customer's connected

appliances. The customer pays a fixed sum which is based on

the rated pov¡er consumption of all his appliances, and is
independent of the quantiLy of energy actually consumed.

The simple flat rate cannot reflect differences in capacity

costs between customers; the adjusted flat rate does not

either, except to the extent that consumption of a customer

at the system's peak lras proportioned to the total rated

power consumption of all his connected appliances.

Customer costs are lumped with all other costs to be

covered by the fixed charge, and in as much as such costs

are relatively the same for all customers, the flat rate

adequatly covers this cost. Since the quantity of energy to

be used by the customer is not specified in the usual

variety of the flat rate, the payment made by the customer

does not adequately reflect the variation of energy costs

when the quantity of energy consumed varies between

customers.
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The flat rate is still used in some systems which exLend

for street lighcing ano for sign and dispiay lighting under

contracts which define the hours of use and the number and

size of bulbs" Under such contracL the costs of service

would be reflected only i f the utility company, in

calculating the lump-sum to be paid by the customer per

period, takes into account the difference in peak and

off-peak costs. In any situation in which the hours of use'

the total energy to be consumed, and the maximum rate of

consumption during system peak hours are not definitely

specified, the flat rate does not reflect differences in

capacity and energy costs betv¡een various customers.6o

4.6.7.2 Value-of-service Pricing

Value-of-service prlclng Is a type of

price-discrimination. According to Pigou's analysis "the

value-of-service principle is a discriminatory monopoly of

the third degree. " Davidson's proposition states "many

writers argue that an alternative pricing procedure based on

value-of-service is socially preferable. Value-of-service

pricing is discriminatory pricing under another name and is
justified by its proponents as resul-ting in larger output

and lower rates""6I

60 R. K. Davidson. Price Ðiscrimination in SeIIino Gas and
Electricitv. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, '1955, PP.
77-78.

6r R. K. Davidson. Price Discrimination in Sellino Gas and
Electricity. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1977, p.
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The concept of the value-of-service in terms of electric
power utilicies is thaÈ the cosË of eiectric por,rer (produc t )

is the value-of-service (demand) aifferences according to

different users. In other words the different rates are

charged for di f ferent user groups which are res ident ial ,

commerc iaI , and industr iaI . For exampler vôlue-of-servÍce

rate for residential users generally exceeds commercial and

industrial users; industrial users are different than

commercial users as commerciaL users are Iimited by

se I f -gene ra t i on .

The value-of-service pricing invoLves rates based on

price elasticity of demand differences. User groups having

higher price elasticities will be charged lower electricity
rates; user groups having Lower price-elastic ities are

charged higher electricity rates"

There are some cr

which are directed

icisms regarding this type of tariff,
-its elusive and uncertain character.

ir
at

This is because the value-of-service pricing involves the

rate with price-elasticity and the latter has many serious

problems. Generally, it is difficult to estimate the

value-of-service for different groups in the case of large

commercial or industrial users" The other important factors

in determining the price-elasLicity of electricity demand

for different users (commercial, and industrial), are the

cost of electricity in total and the price-elasticity of the

110.
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demand for the goods and services, which are sold by

commercial and industrial users. Most of tire commerciai and

industrial users have relatively high values of service for

other goods, thus, they are indifferent to electricity price

changes. Since the electricity services are a small portion

of total 
. 
cost the large users find it relatively easy to

pass electricity cost increases on to other consumers.62

4"6.7.3 toad Managenent Technology

The concept of the load management technology tariff
generally involves meters to measure both kilowatt-hour
(nwh) usage and maximum kilowatt demand. Recently, there is
more advanced technology in loca1 management devices such as

remote radio control of water heating and air conditioning,

multichannel recording devices, and ripple control. The

cost of these devices are di fferent than the cost of

standard metering.

The following is an example of the practical use of these

advanced technological developments in load management

techniques. Ripp1e control and remote control systems can

be used to level peak load by way of total, or partial

discontinuance of consumer service during the peak-hours.

62 C. J. Bonbright" Principles of PubIic Utilitv Rates.
New York: Columbia University Press, 1961, pp. 378-385;
R" K" Ðavidson, Price Discrimination in SelIinq Gas and
Electricitv, p. 148 and pp. 98-'1 10; P. C. Mann, "Rate
Structure Âlternatives For Electricity. " PubIic
Utilities Fortniqhtlv (January 20, 1977), pp. 29-34"
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Ripple control involves high-powered frequency signals

originating at main s.upply sources over existing power iines

to consumer terminals; the audio signals can operate load

sv¡itches for uses such as water heating and air

conditioning. Briefly, ripple control is used as a

signaling-sensory mechanism to control- electricity flows and

thus facilitates load control,
or both" 6 3

or daily peak-load pricing,

4.'l coNcLusroN

This chapter presents the framework and the analysis for

electric power pricing. It reviews the structure of the

basic theory of marginal cost pricing, applies it to the

power sector, and summarizes the recent development of

marginal cost approach. Adaptation of the LRMC theory for

practical application in relation to the objectives of

electric power pricing policy is seen to result in a two

stage procedure for tariff setting as follows:

a) The long run marginal costs of suppling electric poh'er

are calculated. This meets the criteria of economic

efficiency and,stability over time.

63 Sanford V.
Books, 1 983,
Alternat i ves
Fortn i qht 1v

Berg " Innovative
Ch. 1 5; and P.

for EIectr ic i
(Januarv 20, 1977)

Electric Rates,
C. Mann, "Rate

ty. " Public
, pp. 29-34.

Lex i ngton
St ruc t ure
Utilities
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b) The long run marginal cost is modified in the light of

appropriate practical and broao cariff sEructure

polic ies for the part icular economy under

consideration" Modifications may include second-best

consideration; social-IifeIine consideration; shadow

pricing; peak load pricing; financial problems; and

metering and billinq problems.

It can now be concluded that not only does long-run

marginal cost pricing lead to the rnost economical use

of resources but also that it can be applied to

electric power systems and adapted to the political

and practical realities found in nations or regions.



Chapter V

TI{E PRTCING OF ET,ECTRICITY IN DE\TELOPING
coItNTRTES WrrH SPECTAL REFERENCE TO rRÀO

This chapLer presents an analysis of the principles of

pricing for the electric power sector in developing

countries. Recently several developing countries have

considered the marginal cost pricing approach. Àdoption of

long-run marginal costs (LRMC) pricing meets the economic

efficiency criterion in terms of real economic resource

costs. The LRMC can be modified to derive an appropriate

realistic tariff structure which satisfies other constraints

in the economy such as financial requirements, social

considerations , fairness and equity, and metering and

billing as discussed in Chapter IV, Section 4.5. In terms

of long-run real costs, for exampl,e, oil prices are

uncertain and thus it is necessary for more conservation in

the electric po$¡er system in every developed and developing

country.

Conservation in the electrical sector is necessary

because of a variety of factors such as high costs of

building nev¡ generating capacity, regulatory delays

associated with capacity expansion, changing growth rates in

electricity demand, consumer concern for high and rising

electricity prices and the growing real-ization thaL energy

118



conservation and

attractive"

load managemenL options are

, 119

economically

The objective of this chapter is to present the analysis

of the principles of pricing of electricity in developing

countries with particular reference to the WorId Bank

Publication, Electricitv Economics, by RaIph Turvey and

Dennis Ànderson, and Electricitv Pricinq Theorv and Case

Studies, by Mohan Munasinghe and Jeremy J. Warford. This

publication presents typical samples of case studies for the

following developing countries: Indonesia,

Sri-Lanka, the Philippines, and Thailand.

Pakistan,

This chapter is divided into four parts" The first and

the second parts describe the case studies in developing

countries and cover the calculation of LRMC pricing. The

third part, the pricing of electric power in Iraq, covers

organization, existing pricing, the computation and

modification of LRMC pricing. The fourth part covers policy

issues and states the conclusions.

5.1 DESCRIPTIONS OF THE CASE STI'DIES IN DE\TELOPING
COI'NTRIES

This section presents the analysis of electricity tariffs

in developing countries. The objective of the tariff

analysis done by Munasinghe ytas to evaluate the best pricing

policy for the electric power sector in developing countries

in terms of maximizations of the net economic benefits of

electricity consumption to society.
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All cases followed the rule of LRMC pricing. The

methooology for ail case studies used is cire same, but there

are differences in institutional, physical, and technical

characteristics as well as in the quantity and quality of

available data. For example, Indonesia and Sri-Lanka have

only one electric power authority to determine the tariff
policy and it is responsible for generation, transmission,

and distribution. Thai-land has to consider the tariff
structure of three authorities to determine Lhe tariff
policy. Its primary system is responsible for generation,

and sells in bulk to two other electric pov¡er authorities,
which are responsible for distribution of the electricity
for the whole country. Similar1y, Pakistan has two main

electric power system institutions and several small-er ones.

The Philippines has to consider the tariff structure of

numerous authorities that are involved. The primary system

(generating) authority, seIIs pov¡er to large distributors
and to a host of municipal, private, and cooperative

utilities, some of which also have generation facilities.

The type of generation can vary from country to country.

This is critical to the application of the methodology to

estimate marginal generation costs. Further, a country's

physical characteristics determine whether or not one grid

or several will be the most cost-effective means of

distributing electricity. Although smalI systems operate

separately from the main grid in all these countries, the
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Thailand, Sri-Lankan, and Pakistani sLudies essentially use

one grio. Effectiveiy ti-ris is aiso true of the Indonesia

because data on the large grids serving islands outside the

city are unreliable.

The electric power losses vary with the system and the

economic and other issues are different. This is especiaJ-ly

pertinent in Indonesia and Pakistan. The issue of losses

covers normal loss leveLs which are not easy to define

because of the individual characteristics of each polrer

system. There are technical losses which resuft because of

inadequate planning, and non-technical Iosses such as poor

operation and maintenancei government constraints on the

utility's budget and revenue capability, and theft and

unpaid bi11s. All case studies show that the costs

resulting from both technical and nontechnical losses are

imposed on the paying consumer. This practice has serious

effects, especially when Iosses are high, and the system

then should implement methods to reduce losses to acceptable

limits.

Use of LRMC pricing helps to reduce the magnitude of this
problem. First, the lower prices resulting from the LRMC

approach reduce the incentive for theft. Second, LRMC

pricing involves planning which can provide standards to

support a systematic attack on the problem.
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for theseThe description of t

case studies mentioned

he calculation

above f oliorvs "

LRMC pricing
64

5.2 CALCT'LATION OF LONG-RT'hT MARGINAL COST

Calculation of LRMC for the case studies is generally

straightforward, except for the estimation of generation

capacity costs which differ according to the institutional,

technical and physical characteristics of the countries.

The LRMC's are composed of three broad categories,

capacity, energy, and customer costs. À11 costs have to be

adjusted for losses which occur up to the point of delivery

to customers. For example, in the Indonesian case the

capacity costs per kilowatt are converted to annuaf costs

per kilowatt by annuitizing the costs over the lifetime of

the equipment. 6 5

64 M. Munasinghe and J. J. Warford. Electricitv Pricinq
Theory and Case Studv. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
Press, 1982, Ch. 7-12.

6s The annuities are used for a stated time or for life such
as this term. The annuitized value of per kilowatt is
defined as the fixed annual payment over the lifetime of
the investment, whose present value at the given discount
rate is exactly equal to the original expenditure.
Annuitizing the investment is conceptually eguivalent to
advancing the capital outlay by one year. For example,
if the investment cost of gas turbines is $800 x 0.1107 =

$88.135 per kilowatt per year, ât a discount rate of 10
percent, over twenty five years. The annuity factor of
0.1107 may be read off a set of standard tables. See
Richard S. Burington, Handbook of Mathematical Table and
Formu1as, sth edition (Hew York: McGraw HilI) 1973, pp.
444-445 "
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In the Pakistani and Sri-Lankan cases, the structuring of

LRMC uses the load duration curve metirod (iOC), by examinírrg

the system's LDC, and sel-ecting the appropriate rating
periods such as peak and off-peak. The peak period is the

period during which demand presses on capacíty at a

particular time of the day or in given season of the year.

The Indonesia, Pakistan, and Sri-Lanka cases select only two

periods during the day which are peak and off-peak. The

typical Figures 5.1, 5"2 show the LDC during the day and

annually for the electric power system in Pakistan. In

Figure 5.1 (daily load curve), the system faces peak demand

during a four-hour period. Figure 5.2 shows that the system

met the four-hour peak demand by operating a mix of gas

turbines and steam units.

The calculation LRMC in the Thailand case uses the method

based on all types of generating plants as an average of

capacity costs and then corrected for the net fuel saving

which offsets some of the higher capacity costs of base-load

machines. But in the Phitippines case no such correction is

made so that the kilowatt charges imposed on peak-period

consumers may be sometimes overestimated.

The following is the description

LRMC categories by Munasinghe.

of the calculation of
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Source: WÀPDA data (from
Electriðitv Pricino Theorv

Figure 5.1: Ðaily Load Curve for December 20, 1g7B
2

Hours of tt* duy

M. Munasinghe and
and Case Studies.

J" Warford.
1982, p. 146).
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Figure 5"22 Annual Load Duration Curve
System, 1979

for the WÀPDÀ
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5o2o1 uarqinal Capacitv Coste

Marginal capacity costs are the investment in generation,

transmission and distribution facilities as discussed in

detail in Chapter IV, Section 4.4"1" The case studies

analysis sho$rs that the calculation of capacity costs for

each of the countries Indonesia, Pakistan, and Sri-Lanka,

is based on the peak period demand; that the peak capacity

costs for each kilowatt delivered are determined at the

voltage level at which they are incurred and converted to
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costs per kilowatt annualì,y by annuitizing twelve percent

over the plant's 1if e. The met,hod of annuitizing is shor¿n

in Tabl.e 5.1. The annual capacity costs for every kilowatt
at a Ìower voltage level are det.ermined by dividing by an

appropr iate pokrer loss f actor .

TÀBLE 5.1

Capacity Costs
( 1979 rupces)

Voltage
level

Capacity cost Capacity cost
per kilowatt, BP per kilowatt, DP'

Annuitized
capacirt* cosls

per kilowan per yeaÌ

Generation
xv transmission
vv distribution
lv distribution

I,875
5,997
I,478
3.203

t0,440
7,055

|,.139
3,7ó8

r,330
E56

222
480

a. Thc CF is 0.85.
b. Thc assumed lifc¡imes for generation, Hv, Mv, and lv capacities a¡e 25, 40, 25, and 25

ycars, respectively. With an assumed opponunity cost ofcapital of l2 percent, the resulting an-

nuirizing factors arc 0.1275,0.1213,0.1275, and 0.1275 for the respectivc capacity invest-

m€nts.

Soure : WAPDÀ data ( I bid. , p. 1 56 )

The type of electric power system in these countries

varies with use of a combination of hydroelectric,
gas-fired, and thermal plants. Thus, expansion of the

system in order to meet the incremental load (peak load),
can be done by advancing the commissioning date of nevt

plants or inserting units such as gas turbines as in

Pakistan or peaking hydro as in the Indonesian case.

The LRMC of transmission (r) and distribution (p) for
these countries is calculated by considering all T and D as

an investment cost and allocating them to incremental
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capacity because the facility designs are determined

pr inc ipally by the peak k i lowatts that t.hey carry rather

than by the kilowatt-hours. T and D capacity costs can be

estimated using the average incremental cost (¡tC) method as

discussed in Chapter IV, Section 4.4,1" Tab1es 5"2 to 5"7

show the typical estimation of the incremental demand for
various voltage leveIs high voltage (HV), medium voltage

(¡,n¡) and low voltage (lv) distribution which is used in

those systems.

TÀBLE 5 "2

Load, Demand, and Loss Forecast

lgtr lJ8¡ 0.t1 ¡9t 2?.
lgte lJ(}8 0.1ú !t9 !O0
rero t.tt¡ o.5.t 160 !!¡
tgrr t.92¿ 0.t t a0! !æ
19Ð ¡.1.5 0.$ ¿¡¿5 at9

19¡! l.!81 0.5J ¡t9¡ ¡!ó.
19¡¿ l.ó.! 0.55 ta9 

'?ters ¡.91t o.!ó t97 tót
r9ró t.t.¡ 0.!ó5 655 ót6
lett lJ82 0.S? ?t? ó?4
t9rt l,9Jt o.rt t9r 7at

w dcætú
Geætontn lÆd Ív Nlter lrv 16. Dtæú Alt¿, yv Dcm¡ú pcal oltcr Lv ¿rffi!¿ Lv d.Mtd
l¡i¡otan- txtu Ccænd 6 ptrcce! t6wrí o{tcr w tO ¡¡¿rtcnt crutacrr. olter sv ll perccat p.ú, prù, ry-

-. lsaul (rrt n4 þt¡ prrl.e@'d (wuÈVni6 xrørl pal dcærú Mtyap¡iù lot Colætào Coløb
fø¡ llt (2t lJ) (trt-Nixttt lt, út-(i-Ét (7r-9x(6t tt) 0)-t7r-(6ttto)-t7x(9) (rt, tlz)

llt l¡8 r0? 9l lt.l
tts la¡ t lo 9ó tl.6
as ¡ó¡ I t? lÛ2 ó¡.5

tr6 l$ l¡ß lll ó..ó

!.7 æ l¡t læ ót.8

!8ó 2lt l5l lll ?1.2

4y 26{ ll0 l4t 74.8

.tt 29J l?t 155 ¡.5
t2! llo 193 lót &1.¿

5?5 !ó7 lG l¡l 6.ó
6!9 .o9 2!O l(n 90,9

ll ¡ol
,, tt
It tlr
D !51
lr !t¡
lJ .¡9
15 .¡¡
l5 ttó
l5 t$
IJ ó]9
l5 ?t0

n.2
n.a
@.t
¡ó.a
52.2

t9.r
1t.2
?6.5

85.ó
9a.4

t@.1

! Suri6 E ad þ lrDniuis (óóJl!¡ li!¡ðü¡)
b hinsy f..d6 ¡rld stúd¡.ú il|/!! ÈiloEll¡'

Source; The CeyJ.on
(from M. Munasinghe,
Electricitv Pricino
p" 214) 

"

c. S@d¡rt tiõ ltd dirib{t¡6 m¡1ffi (21Ûl8O wls)

Electricity Board (Ceg) data
and J. tr{arford.

Theorv and Case Studies"

The calculation of LRMC at

consider the three supply voltage

LV, Consumers for each different

various voltage levels

categor ies , HV, t'fi/ and

voltage level are charged
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I ncrementa]

TÀBLE 5.3

Load or Demand ForecasL

lËg¡s8l

h@adpeat
k@ñ¿ F+A Dæædp6@l

åtr¡@at @r@N Discæa¿d iwæt¿

HVWLV
t8tèt4lx(7, (9,-(5)x(7, (t0¡-16¡'d,

Dì¡roat
tqtü @t

lO ptæa
(7t

*
t6)

lvnw
(1, tot t'tYæ¡ lt)

w
(2,

r9æ
t9T9
1980

l9E r

t982

tBl
I9E¡
t985
198ó

lßt
198¡

Disncd
cd¡l¡

,.*
0.îær
o.82ó5
0.?t r !
0.6830
0.ólr
0.5óaJ
0.5 r !2
0.¿¡65
o:''

¡8.0
l?.1
l5.t
!¡.ó
l!.t
!.. t

17. I

¡9.t
¡6.9
t2.l

¡¡o.5
( r9Er-{7)

19r
lr9
xo
@l
¡tat

¡t94

t9
91
ó5J
tl?

i

¡Jt
lJt
¡8J
lr6
x?
l8ó
a'a
a?t
tzJ
515

Y

lt
It
ll
I
l8
.E
t9
50

52

61

;
6
9
9

il
It
?

D
¡t

I

9l
9ó ¡!
102 ¡il
ilt ól
t¡o Á7

Dt 6t
t4t t,
t5t .¡
tór tE
Itr ó2

&?ó

ll.o 1.0
l¡.r 5.5
ð.6 t..
u.! ó.8

¡ó.ó 7.5
l9.8 r0.ó
¡¡.0 ..0
ó.1 6.7
24.1 ó.t
n.t E.t
t7t.t ¡a.y

(¡9@&) (l9@{ó)

Alør: lmar* uiúr rugar a paiu ¡ø
- Nd ¡SplEtòac

Source: CEB data

q Cdøúo - lJ.l: l{o.€olo¡nùo - !2.7.

(Ibid., p. 214)

TÀBLE 5.4

HV Transmission Investment Costs

((Rs x t0) - 66il32 kitovdrs)

Totat
cosls
(DP)

Year (I)

Total
cosrf
(BP)

(2)= (l )x0.636

Discount
tactor

(10 percent)
(3)

Tonl
discounted

cosls
(4)=(2)x(3)

Discq¡ntcd tot¡l
fq 199-85

tn9
l9E0
t98r
t982
I9E3

t981
t985

62.6
9t.22
69.U

152.%
215.n
334.84
143.74

5t.tt
76.26

s7.9
t27.y
æ5.9r
279.93
287.37

t.(m
0.909¡
0.t265
0.75t3
0.6E30
0.6209
0.5ó45

5t.t8
69.31
47.9t
95.82

t40.61
t?3.tt
t62.22

741.71

- Not aplicablc.
a. Sanr cqrvs¡sioo facror (0.t3ó)

Source: CEB data (rbid", p, 216)
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TABLE 5.5

bfv Distribution Investment Costs

(R¡ x ICF)

Urfun
@trs

Year (l)

Tuol
Ralv'l cp¡lr
oortr (DP¡
(2) (3)

Taal Discouw Total
oottr tactor discøu
(8Pì (10 ptrcent) r?rrt

(4)=0.E73 x(3) (5) (Qe@)x(J)

194.¿15 l.(m t54.45
263.30 0.9@t 239.t7
69.32 0.t265 t.29
6t.92 0.75t3 fl.æ
n¿.n 0.6t30 n.u
il3.t6 0.6æ9 n.ú
t07.?r 0.5ó45 @.80

Discq¡ntcd ta¡l for
tyr9-85 7t0.99

- No applicablc.
a. lncludcs cg¡ of consu¡r¡cr s¡bsratims ard opu lin¿s, th¡¡ is, avcrage cost to tr¡æt all Hv

Þ€¡f &rr¡¡d.

Con ilem
Føeign (15 pcrcent

duty)
Do¡stic måtcriål
Sljllêd l¡bq
Unskillcd l¡bø

F¡stion x Coaverion loaor

Source: CEB data (Ibid., p. 217)

TÀBLE 5"6

LV Distribution Investment Costs

tylg
t9E0

t9Er
r982
t9E3
I9B4

I985

I t9.92 
'?.0 

t76.92
24{.6 

'7.0 
30t.@

x¿.q 57.0 79.40

2r.95 57.0 ?r.95
72.æ 57.0 r29.æ
72.62 57.0 t29.62
6ó.31 5?.0 t23.3r

0.25 0.t?
0.225 t.0
0.2r t.0
0.315 0.7

l(Ð ptrccnt Tot¡l cmvcrsion f¡ctor =

* Weightcd wtuc

0.2rt
o.n5
0.2r
o.n
0.t73

lfR¡ ¡ lO) - 2!ûó@ Elút

To+ol øgt 1æ] rcnt
Cotoaåo m.Cotø¡r.

IDP t tDPt
Yca¡ (, t (2 )

Totol co¡tt
Coloaâr'

(BP ¡
(tt- 0.87t x (l ,

lotôt rott t
m-Coløb'

(1)- 0.87t x(2t

Di¡cæ¡t
tqto¡

(10 Vrcat¡
(5t

lotol
dtrotacd

cot¡t
(6tÀ¿Jrx(5t

îual
dìtcuucd

cottt
(7)-tl)x(5t

t9?9 2.t0
t9æ 2.63 t@
lgEt ¡ ?9 t4O
lgE¡ ¡.t9 ¡.o
19$ J.01 t@
l9t4 Lt9
t985 !.!t

2.22

¡.þ
¡.4¡
t. t2
l.ó5
l.?t
¡92

ru.l¡
r¡2.12
t¡2.22,:,

t.@
0.F9r
0.E2ó5

0.?5 r I
0.ó8r0
0.62ü
0.Jó.5

¡.22
¡.@
¡.02
t.89
LEt
t.?l
Ló5

u t.il
r0r.0r
9l.82

i"
D.{r

Dr@D&d ¡d¡l lq
r9æ{t

- Nd +d¡r¡bh.
¡ s¡ft M6ior fe (o.tt!)

Source: CEB data (lbid., p. 218)
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TÀBLE 5 "7

Costs Summary (at Source)I nc remental
(rupccs)

Cosr per &,ilowan
Cost per &.ilowatt per ycar

C¡cncratioar

Hv trsnsmirsion'

xv disrributionr

¡-v di stribution -{-ok¡mH
(2ãV380 volts)

GÌ,
Hyd¡o, ?.147

{!ffi-r.rco
,1*r'nrïr= a'oro

1538{-l$= oso

|,0r3

357

¡8Zj

Ð

a. Allov two-ycs l¡g btturÊca hvcrùtnt¡ s¡d iDæoÉntd rr¡cgüwan b.úÊfits. An¡uitiza-
tkm flcrø * 0.1061 (10 pcræa ovcr rhirty }'can).

b. Allow ooc-ycar hg bcte¡c.a b¡¡st¡cr¡ts a¡d i¡c¡crncr¡t¡l rncg¡wan bcocfis. Ânnuitiz¡-
tia f&ctor = 0.161 (10 pcrccnt øru thirty yc¡n). Næ€olombo co'ss, c*pccially for rurcJ

clccuific¡tion, arc tæ arùitrry b Fovi& Er¡rstc rt ¡lts.

Source: CEB data (Ibid., p" 219)

only upÉtream costs, and, thus, capacity costs at each

supply voltage Level should be identified.

Operation (o) and maintenance (u) as weIl as

administrative (e) and general (C) costs are calculated as

annual costs per kilowatt. These costs are apportioned only

among the capacity costs of generation, transmission, and

distribution"

The calculation of LRMC capacity costs differ because of

different characteristics of electric power systems" The

systems are very complicated" ÀI1 generation of power from

the aggregation of various plants is controlled by the major

system which is,responsible for generation and transmission.

The other systems are responsible for the distribution of

electric power,
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The peak demand used to calculate the marginal cost is

obtained from the total peak generation requirement mirtus

the associated pov¡er Ioss in the transmission grid

considered as a pool. The losses in the electric power

system are common because there are many authorities
involved in the distribution of energy in the overall povrer

system.

The calculation of LRMC capacity costs is considered

separately for each system and include incidental costs of

operation excluding the fuel cost and seventy percent of

total maintenance and administration cost. The estimation

of the additional maintenance can be obtained from the

information of past experience regarding maintenance cost

per kilowatt-hour as a multiplier against the additionai Kw

of energy generation for each year. The method (alC) is

used to calculate the added kilowatt cost. The typical
Tab1e 5.8 shows the marginal capacity costs for the major

system in Thailand which include the generation,

transmission, operation, maintenance, administration and

general costs"

In the Philippines case study, the electric pov¡er system

is more complicated, because the system authority is

composed of government and private utility firms. Thus,

numerous authorities are involved which makes the el-ectric

power sector difficult to organize" The major system which

is owned by government NaÈional Power Corporation (HpC) is
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TABLE 5.8

Marginal Capacity Costs for EGÀT (Typical)

fbaht prr kilowan)

Cost lor

G e ne ro, i on T ¡ans mi s s i on

a10sl cosl
(per year) (per year) Per yeor Pcr month

O&.M aú
A&.G costs
(pcr year)

Gcncration at pool
MLA'

¡r.r and dircct
custorntrsr

I .95 r .68

t.990.7r

2,6E.?r

92.73

2 r 5.t3

24.9t t.976.59 t64.72
29.27 2,r r2.7r t?ó.(b

35.37 2.3r9.9t t93.33

- Not ap'plicablc.
a. From pæl ¡o uu dclivcry point. 2 pcrccnt of powcr is bct.
b From pæl to ¡r¡ s¡d dirEct cuslofilerÍ at dctivcry pint, 6 pcrccnt of powcr is loet

Source: The Electricity Generating Authority of
Thailand (ecer) data (tbid., p, 233)

responsible for generation and transmission and selling
power to a Iarge number of local authorities for
distribution.

The calculation LRMC capacity costs, by the incremental

capacity costs of NPC bulk po$rer supply, consists of

investment in additional generation and high voltage (Hv)

transmission prant facirities plus the increase in operation

and maintenance costs involved in plant expansion. This is
shown in the typical Table 5.9, which covers all the grid in

the country and takes into account the voltage leveI "
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TÀBLE 5.9

Ànnua} Increment,al Capacity Cost at the HV Level f or 3,lPC

(F 06 F ÈilowEn tr ycet of coiræi&nt sv m¡¡imum dcmard)

GrU Capital cost O&M cost Totol

t¡¡ron Ar¡d
Mindanoo grid
Virryas lub$ids

Ccb{t

Itc¡ru
Bottol
Pnnry
l-cyrc-Samar

Corntry avcragc

t.555
|,?35
t.?¡0
l.¡83?

2,t 82

I,tf)6
l.tt7
t,777

t.6t0

5r
t70
lrt
tæ
t20
t6
164

t9

6t

t.ffi
t.805
|,t28
t.557
2.302
2.(É2
2.05r
I,8óó

r.673

Source: National. Power Corporation
(Philippines) NPc data (rbid., p. 176)

5"2"2 Marqinal Energv Cost

The calculation LRMC of energy consists of the fuel costs

of the power station, transmission losses, and a small

portion of general and administrative expenses which are

included in the category of energy costs. These costs vary

with the total guantity of kilowatt-hours sold. The

problems are incurred in the transmission and distribution
of electric power from the point of generation to the point

of. f inal consumption, but the loss factors from adjusting

off-peak costs will be smaller than the the loss factors for

the peak period. For example, resistive losses are a

function of the sguare of the current flows and are greatest

during the peak period.



The treatment of losses

importanc issues, Total normai

station uses varies from system

caused by engineering techniques,
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generally raises several

technical iosses including

to system. Losses may be

theft, and unpaid bitIs"

The LRMC calculation of energy in most case studies

considers peak and off-peak energy costs" The peak energy

costs for a block of incremental peak consumers will

essentially be the cost oî. running the gas turbines such as

in the Indonesian case study. In the Sri-Lankan ca'se study

the system uses a nix of. gas turbine and hydro pov¡er

generation. The LRMC of generation uses hydro costs,

estimated from hydro storage costs, as incremantal energy

costs. The consumer bears the burden of these upstream

energy costs. The kilowatt-hour costs at any given voltage

Ievel, EHV, HV, MV and LV, involve both gas turbine and

hydro costs.

The LRMC of energy during the off-peak period is the cost

of running the marginal base-Ioad stream plants, and is

determined at various voltage level-s EHV, HV, MV and LV and

line losses should be considered. Table 5.10 shows typical

marginal energy costs calculated as peak and off-peak energy

respectively, and at the various prices for different
voltage levels.

Most developing countries face the problem of variation

in fuel prices between Iocal and international prices.



Thus,

us ing

v¡h i ch

prices

the costs per kilowatt of generation can

two values, the first being high speed

is the internationaJ. price and the second

as shown in the typical Table 5.10.

TÀBLE 5.1 O

Marginal Energy Costs

tùtrð t r lrkhril'h$t)
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be computed

diesel (HSD)

being local

At Mtla pnct ol lot At ttstr aqt¡tel(^t Pttct E¡u ¿utmt¡

Vohaxe lctel P¡oI' Ofr.ptots Ofl.peoL' PcoL' O!.Veot'

ofrallj
0.o.52
0.o.1ó
o (f,t!

¡ hcl¡r¡vt rcr¡hrr of Guddu, Lttllps/Hull¡n, !ñd !¡¡ l!ôiÉr lr o !5¡. o.5tl,0 ll5, nrpccrivtly' rñd c(nrFúdin! hc¡l ntc¡ ¡r l2 ¡¡lI'

It.¡I!. Fd ¡O.O+¡ !w/trLìt¡rl'l¡Ðr
b lclrt'( ni¡hr ol Gudlu rr I 0
G Gú vdu.d ,t R¡2o Fr ¡o ¡ru. b¡Fd 6 v¡lw o ¡lrqdr¡v. uE¡ td¡l¡ lrm Prtrrlü Otl lrd G¡¡ Scctü Mcm of 0<roùc¡ 5' 1978. E$T lÞF

t*øld B¡¡1. Wr¡hiñ816. D C.l
d lrludrn¡ r¡¡li6 úB o{ ¡ I Þ.Esl

Source: wÀPDÀ data (lbid., p. 153)

The Thailand and Philippines case studies estimate the

average fuel costs for all kinds of fuel expenses thaL are

used in various plants included in their electric power

system, and also the additional expenses of total system

energy sa1es. The different kinds of plants are diesel,
oil-fired, nuclear, and steam-geothermal. The fuel costs

are usually applied to the projected annual stream of plant

generation in order to arrive at the annual fuel cost for

each grid. Increases in fuel expenses over the period

resulting from increases in energy generation requirements

are used to obtain the incremental energy fuel cost at the

generation level such as in Thailand.

G<æntø'
iì (aavll2 t¡lorolt¡)
sv t¡l/ll lilovolu)
rv tdæ tilovoll¡)

0 (tr6:
0 cÊ¡t
0 r052
0 t{ol

0.92ró
r.o20.
L l2l.
l.¿9lr

u ¡qH
0.9!?r
l.0xÐ
r.v)lt

o :fá
0 l9l
0.12r
0.t!

0:ltl
0 2r1
0.190
o.l?5
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In the Philippines case the energy costs calculation is

deriveo from the costs of fuei associated with the various

types of plants scheduled for operation over the ten-year

planning period, plus the generation and HV transmission

costs, and plus plant- operation and maintenance expenses

required for energy production and deliveries.

5.2.3 Customer Costs

The calculation of marginal customer costs in most

developing countries include providing service connections,

Iabor, metering and biling as discussed in Chapter IV,

Section 4.4.3. Calculating marginal customer costs by

fitting a statistical costs function relating the number of

customers to the aggregate customer capital costs, will tend

to overcharge smalf users. Recurrent customer costs stem

from meter reading, biIling, and other administrative

expenses. These could be imposed as a flat charge on a

repeated basis in addition to the usual Kw and Kwh charges.

In some electric power systems, such as in Indonesia, the

costs of meter reading and billing are included in the

administrative and general costs. The typical Table 5.11

shows the standard costs for . service "onnå"tions in

Sri-Lanka, and Table 5.12 shows the calculation of customer

costs in Pakistan which is divided among consumer

categories.
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TÀBLE 5.1 1

Costs for Service ConnectionsStandard
6@)

&odng Fircd ws
V@tløMe sott Wt
wetæ $thz aan

Sit¡Sl€ É'e. 19 ørytø
S¡¡8k tfu¡c. S aryer
Ttrsc Êeæ. S aqcær
TbñÊ ó¡rc. &) øqxtc
¡.oo? sfrvbc. dqSL È¡sr€. t5 arry
F:¡88 ct¡r¡G¡ (aD bclr¡¡iw):

FoL¡ C€s a aúngtä-ptwc üæ
holc¡ fø a fuocaàorc liæ
FolcEsad@astn¡t

3¡5
375
7t0

¡.@
Ð5

ø
E¡

a
33

8¡

Y¡0ed
6(Xtcscù
{XÐeocå

Stat 3l5eâó
Ttt crtra6e c@l Fcr ourt@ fø arrcr s€adilg d bllliry b R¡3?.50 F ycü.

Source: CEB data (rbid., p. 220)

The calcuration of customer costs for the electric poner

system in Thailand include the incremental consumer-related

expenses of reading and maintaining metersr äS well as

bilring. The consumer and the utirity agree on the amount

that the consumer shourd contribute to cover all or some

percentage of the cost of a new connection" This includes

extensive service connections, distribution transformers,
meters, and meter installation.

Às mentioned above the erectric power system in Thailand

is complicated" It has three authorities and thus some

administrative costs for metering and bitling are lumped

together in the total administrative cost. Estimates of

consumer related costs are based on the records of the

average cost of reading and billing for both the primary and

secondary system" The typical Èable 5,13 shows the consumer
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TÀBLE 5"12

Customer Costs

Averog,e cost
per connection

Category ,o wAvDA Cus¡o¡wr contribution

Dosr¡cstic a¡d 334 w^eoÂ Þår¡ full co6r5 fot up ro l(Ð fect d occondary

conuncrcial linc¡. a¡rd cuitorrlcl poy¡ ercc$, if uy. as a lump rum

or nronthly ¡crvkr ¡cnt. Custonæn who rupply ttæir

ow¡r rrËtcr¡ art givca piority anrong waiting lirt of
ebq¡l l?.m.

lrdu¡rriat 9.2m Lv çutltxttÊr¡ p¡y lin cûót¡ only. uv a¡rd xv custont¡¡ P{y
atl cuu: tinc, tnnsforns. ¡ubsutiqr, aErd ¡o fqtl¡.

A&riculturôl 8,5m w¡¡o¡ bc¡n ñ.lll c6tl uP to Rtl5,æ0. lf transfor¡ncr b rc-

quired. tùc coør will e¡cccd R¡!5,(Ð0, and custonær

must pûy dr c¡csss.

sources WAPÐA data (rbid., p. 156)

related costs for the secondary system, dividing the costs

among consumer categories and voltage 1eve1.

The calculation of customer costs in the Philippines
include's administrative and general expenses and meter

installation. Altbough, some administrative and general

expenses are not directly related to customers, in this case

study the entire administration and general expenses were

considered, since a considerable amount of such expenses is
associated with accounting, customer billing, collection and

other related services"
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TABLE 5.13

Consumer-Related Costs for MEA and PEÀ

{kht pcr kilowan)

Total cost
Cotuumer
CAleSo{t- MEÂ FÊA

Rcsidcnrial

Small bosirc¡¡
22O-380 volu
I l-33 tibvolts

l-orge busincs.r a¡d i¡¡dusriel
2ã)-3t0 rolu
I l-35 Ulovolts
69 Lilovolts

t7.3 r t5.97

32.15 29.t7
3t6.0r 3t3.73

t09.67 t03.td)
334.3t ]1E.6t
35,t.38

- Not applicablc.

Source: EGÀT data (tbid., p. 236)

5,2"&, Summarv of LRl.tC

Practically all case studies show that the LRMC is
composed from the categories capacity, energy and customer

costs. These are determined at various voltage level_s such

as in the Indonesian and Pakistani cases. Most developing

countries face the distortion arising from differences in

fuel prices, which are domestic and international, and thus

the calculation of energy costs should be modified according

to these differences. The typical Tables 5.14 and 5.15 show

the LRMC in Indonesian and Pakistani cases"
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TÀBLE 5.1 4

Strict LRMC for Java

Ceodt
crr oav Aaa Fafgi¡kt

Feúr.arr lrry¿afu gt âf/oøeæf
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tD.&t t6.!!
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&!.€oJ r0.ã)
tu,7t! to.?t
s{.gn ¡t.t,

tt.96 ãt.t6
ll.6r ã1.ø
t6.æ @.G¡

g.to t8.(X
8.91 tt.8r
10.6r a.!2
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ll.¿t
.'?.8¡

2r.3 t
21.6.
!!.7t
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¡.ErJ
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Source: Perusashaan Umum Listrik Negara (tndonesia)
PLN data (Ibid., p" 130)

TABLE 5.1 5

Summary of Strict Long-Run l"larginal Capacity and Energy Cost
(op)

{rqã)

Cça¡t tw (f¡ Lilæ pt yccr)

høe
Eúøælyt
tu&,

?d øFt
sææ
&!û G*6rtt

aEl
+MG J@

/¡6d OtâE C&t M
q8¿, ttÂA d q!.rüt

O&N C@a @ (NA
+UA d ry.bt +AeA

C¡qddrr
d

Oæcnliø l¡þ
Þnñlrr
ñ
|'Y

alú lJ2 2,?0t::,.T:
0.¡ú6 o.ztt
o.zgt o.?J
o.l2t o.r9ó
0.¡2! 0.t?1

lló t.¡¡t6

: ':' t22
¡û& 1ó1 

'.tt
Nqr t,¡dq{iæd 68G kdi* 6. d ¡r¡rc d ?s¡f Fiod qgGtt ! rtd Far¡tc brl.
- ltcgi*.
c- 1ì: lrc d iæ&rg ?e!ù ged. 6 go.tacd b 1¡ùL F9. Gqql 9 ,æd br wrn æd w. s¡¡l 25 FEd fq rv. Søbo E cCs¡f 2. t

t@. AEIO! b€ d bænr¡¡f¡ oqlål ? gæø fø wrrv s<l w. sd ll ¡rta !r rv.
b. A¡ll ltc /l¿G cE6 o$¡d lJ fq@. I Fc.É. , pæd. ært t ggø Gf Þf¡rlrt 6 F l{M fq Ed¡Êati@, ffi¡w, n, @d Lv qr!

Ëa. æçccirl¡.

Sources WAPDA data (Ibid", p" 157')
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5"3 THE PR,TCING OF ELECTRICITY TBq IRAQ

On any realistic basis electric power Ís necessary for

economic, cultural and social development in a nation.

Electricity is a strategic source of energy" Thus, the aim

of generating, transmitting, and distributing electric povrer

in NationaL Development Plan's (Nop) coincides with advanced

industrial development, in addition to the increasing demand

and the meeting of household consumption. Therefore, the

electri'c power sector aims to develop this sector by using

advanced technology in order to support the implementation

of NDP.

The goals of the National Development Plans include the

increase in the production of electric power. This requires

an increase in generating capacity. The plan defined the

airns of the electricity sector as f o1lows:66

1. The augmentation of necessary projects for electric
power generation and transmission in excess of

demand, and recognition of this sector as being a

distinct and important one for the various branches

of industry.

2. The exploitation of water energy in I raq,

capitalizing on the fact that this energy is more

economical. This can be accomplished by the

66 Ministry of Information,
of I rag Development and
(November 1977), p. 123,

Republic of
Perspectives

Economy
Madr id,

I raq. The
1 958-1 980.



construction of dams.

Acceleration oi the process oÍ completing the

and research pertaining to the exploitat
augmentation of other energy sources, such

and nuclear.

Emphasis on rural electrification in order to
and advance the Iraq countryside.
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studi es

ion and

as solar

develop

Consequently, to reach the goals of the National

Development PIan, the electric power sector should adopt the

best pov¡er pricing policies in order to maximize the net

economic benefits of eLectricity consumption to society as a

whole and to provide for the most economical provision of

electric povrer that is possible.

Before 1975, the electric power pricing poticy applied a

decreasing-cost approach, where the average cost is

decreasing in Lhe range of the demand curve. The aim of

this pricing policy was to operate at lower costs of

production as well as decrease prices per unit (xwh), when

demand (consumption) increases. But there are several

disadvantages incurred through use of this policy which

leads the system to financial deficitq, misallocation of

resources and the fluctuation in demands for electric power.

Thus, price will vary among consumers (see Chapter III).

In 1975, the electric power sector began to use

increasing block pricing. The objective of this policy was
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to reduce the consumptionLo increase price per

levef "

67 N. B. Guyol.
University of Cali

unit and

5.3 " 1 Orqanization of t,he Sector

The electric power authority in I raq, the State

OrEanízation of the Electricity (Soe), is responsible for

generation, transrnission and distribution. The power system

is interconnected between regions (North, South and Central)

by transmission lines through the National Network (NN).

There are several secondary networks which are responsible

for distribution of electric power to residential,

commercial and industrial (smaI1 factories). The NN is

responsible for transmitting the electric povler directly to

the industries and secondary networks. There are several

Directorates for Electricity Distribution Boards (ono) in

the country, which are branches of the General Ðirectorate

for Electricity Distribution, (eoeo), which is responsible

for distributing the electric power to aIl consumer

categories in the city and rural areas.67

The electric pov¡er sector in I raq, the (SOe) is owned by

the Eovernment. Total generation capacity up to 1976 Ìeas

1387 megawatts, 57 percent of which was in the form of

thermal (steam and diesel turbines), 37 percent from gas

turbines and 6 percent from hydroelectric plants as shown in

The WorId Electric Power
fornia Press, 1969, p. 209.

I ndust rv ,
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Table 5"'f 6"

TABLE

Installed Capac i p to 1976

5. 15

tyu

(megawatts )

Type of
Generat i on

Total Installed
Capac i ty

Rate
Percent

Thermal
Gas
Hydro-
electric
TotaI

793
510

84

'1 387

57
37

6

100

Source: SOE data

The end of i983 the production was 15600.28 million Kwh

and total consumption 11743.60 million Kwh, thus, the

benefit of electricity r^ras available to aIl consumers in

different categories up to 1983 as shown in Table 5.17.

The SOE's systen of pov¡er plant generation is

interconnected by high voltage (Hv), 132 Kv transmission

1ines, which transmit directly to the National Network, and

from NN power is transmitted to the secondary network and to

the direct industrial consumer by high voltage (Hv) 56
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TÀBLE 5.17

Quanticy oi Eleciricity Proouceo, Consumed, and Losses
During 1979- 1 983

Years

197 9 1 980 1 981 1982 1983

Produc t i on

Consumpt ion

Losses

Losses as
Pe rc ent
SOE' s
System

9465.73

7 389 .48

2077 .25

21 "90

10675.82

8263.90

2411 .92

22"60

1 0374.55

7 499 .66

287 4.89

27 "70

13107.80 15500.

8921.55 11743.

4186 "25 3856.

3'1 . 90 24.70

28

60

68

Àverage 25.76

Source: Statistical Yearly 1 984
Ministry of Information, Republic of Iraq
Table 4.15, p. 1 15.

kilovolts transmission Iines. The SOE's system suplies

power in bulk to the General DirectoraLe for Electricity
Distribution (CoeO), which in turn supplies power in bulk to
Baghdad Electricity Services and all Electricity Services

for provinces in the country. Each Electricity Service

distributes the electricity to different consumer categories

and areas.

The major transmission Iine in the country is 132 KV,

directly connected to the main generator and to a secondary

generator for distributing the power to the entire NN. The

132 KV line carries the heaviest load to the NN" The 66 KV
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line transmits povrer to the smaller network of northern and

central cities, The 33 KV and 1i KV lines transmit and

distribute poh'er directly to wholesal-e outlets.

I n response to the rapid growth of industr ial and

agricuÌtura1 sectors, which has created an increased demand

for electricity, the building of larger generators has

become imminent. These generators v¡i11 be able to filt a

Table 5. 1 I shows the transmi ssion 1 ines in I raq dur ing

the period 1970-1975. ÀI1 the Iines increased annually,

excluding the 66 KV line, which is slated to change to 132

KV in the future.

heavier load of electricity demand, and wi

bui lding of a larger net$rork carrying 400 KV

needs by 1995.

ÀI1 the transmission lines wiIl
voltage lines, enabling the transmi

generator to Lhe consumption area.

will transmit larger quantities of

and industrial sectors during the

which will be completed in 1995.

11 require the

to fully supply

be upgraded to higher

ss i on of pov¡er f rom the

The largest generator

power to the factories
fifth planning stage,

Tab1e 5.19 shows the transmission lines which will be

built during the fifth planning stage in order to provide

more comprete distribution of povrer through the country,

between cities, villages and rural areas.
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TÀBLE 5"18

Transmission Lines ouring i970-1975

(Kilometers)

Year
Voltage
LeveI
KilovoIts(nv) 70-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75

132 Kv 3450 3600 3886 3955 4000

66 Kv 244 244 244 244 244

33 Kv 1200 1 300 1285 1 360 1 600

11 Kv 83876 1 66853 21 8588 594912 264123

Source: SOE data

TÀBLE 5.1 9

Extension Transmission Lines up to 1995

(Kilometers)

Voltage
LeveI

Kilovolts
(xv)

1985-90 '1990-9s

33 Kv 3020 2820

1 1 Kv 12830 1 2300

Source: SOE data

The distribution of electric pov¡er throughout the country

is by overhead lines and underground cables. But the rapid

Years



grol¡th of

tnese lines

rural areas

the country

and extend

has emphasized

them to ali c
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need to develop

, villages and

the

iiies

5"3.2 Demand and SuÞply

In 1976 the peak demand for po$¡er from the State

Organization of Electricity for Iraq (SOn) system Ì.ras 763

megawatts, having risen more than tenfold since 1966, âD

average growth rate of twelve percent a year. The peak

demand was increased from 261 megawatts in 1966 to 763

megawatts in 1976, r€flecting this growth rate.

The installed generating capacity rose as well from 561

megawatts to 1387 megawatts during the same period 1966-1976

as shown in Tab1e 5.20.
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TÀBLE 5"20

SOE InstaIled Capacity and Peak-Period During 1966-1976

(megawatts )

Years

66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70 70-71 7t-72 72-73 73-7\ 7\-75 75-76

Tota ì

lnstal ìed 56ì
Capac i ty

Peak-
Load 261
I'lh,

I ncreas i ng
Per cent

Average

561 56ì 561 561

277 3ì6 366 396

6\5 769 757 r 387

525 598 6¡{0 763

6\5

\59

6 t! 16 I t6 lq l[ 7 r9

122

Source: SOE data

Table 5.21 shows the consumption of electric power during

1973-1980 divided among consumer categories (industrial, and

others) for the whole country. The consumption increased

rapidly during these periods by an average growth rate of

18.4 percent a year.

The consumption in 1973 was 2363 million Kwh and in 1980

reached to 7763 million Kwh. The reasons for the rapid

growth in consumption of electric power in Iraq rras due Èo

the large increase in industrial and agricultural

developments, and an improvement in people's standard of
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living. In addition, rural electrification, which Ìúas

implementeo during che same period contributeo to increased

consumption of electricity.

TÀBLE 5.21

Electric Power Consumption During 1973-1980

(mil1ion Kilowatt-hour )

Consumer
Categor j. es 197 3

Years

197 4 197 5 197 6 197 7 197 8 1979 1 980

I ndustr ial 964

Others 1 399

Total 2363

1 070 1349 1427

1 528 1 855 2494

2598 3204 3921

1984 2532

2545 3241

4529 5773

2944 2732

41'10 5031

6054 77 63

Source: Stat i st ical YearIy 1 9B'1 ,
Ministry of Information, Republic of Iraq.

5 " 3.3 Po¡rer Development PIan

The fifth development pl-an for the State Organization of

Electricity for Iraq (SOn) system was formulated to supply

enough electric power in order to 'meet the heaviest

anticipated load. The expansion program covers generation,

transmission, distribution and rural electrification"

The generation expansion program includes gas turbine,
240 megawatts; hydro generator, 5446 megawatts; thermal

plants, 4160 megawatts. Thus the installed capacity for



SOE's system will be

shov¡n in Tab1e 5 "22 "

the old generation

especially the diesel

increased by 9846 megawatts

There is the expectation

plants wiIl be phased out

turbines.

1s1

by 1995, âs

that most of

gradually,

TÀBLE 5 "22

Generation Expansion Program

(megawatt )

Yea r Prgject I nstalled
Capac i ty

(prw)

1977

197 8

1980

1 98'1

1983

1985

1980

1 981

1985

1 986

Total

Gas turbi ne/new

Thermal units/expand

Thermal unit s/new

Thermal un íts/new

Thermal unit s/new

Thermal units/new

Hydro plant/new

Hydro plant/new

Hydro plant/new

Hydro plant/new

240

160

1 600

400

1000

1000

4000

290

56

1100

9846

Source: Ministry of Information, Republic of Iraq
The Economv of Irag Devel-opment and Perspective
1gs8æ8¡: -pp:-Tz¡:l z+ ana soe oata.
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Expansion and rehabilitation of transmission and

distribution for soE's system is planned to meet the rapid
growth of erectrical consumption in the country during the
period 1976-1995" Tabre 5.19 shows how the transmission
lines will expand during the fifth pranning stage in order
to provide more comprete distribution of power through the
country between cities, villages and rural areas.

RuraI electrification in Iraq is intended to serve both
economic and social aims. The virlage is considered the
basic unit for the agricurtural economic sector, thus, the
transmission and distribution of eLectricity to all virlages
and rurar areas is vital if there is to be an increase in
productivity and in the standard of living.

The number of villages in Iraq is approxinately 9780

the population of the villages is approximately
mirlion. Table 5.23 shows the number of vilrages in
country. In 1976 there were 2734 villages which

arready receiving erectricity and 1176 vilJ-ages which

in the process of being electrified.

The investment costs of all expansion pranned during the
period 1976-1995 are estimated at 632 milrion DinarGs which

are distributed as follows: Generation costs of 319 million
Dinar; transmission and facilities costs of 21g million
Dinar and other facilities costing 220 million Diner"6s

and

f our

the

s¡e re

were

6 I The r raqi currency
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TÀBLE 5"23

Vil.lage Electrificetion up Èo 1975

Vi llages Ìitrumber

El.ectrification
Under Construction
TotaI

273e
6946
9780

Sources SOE date

5,3,4 eomputstion of [,RMe

For the State Organization of Electricity for Iraq (SOE),

marginal costs shourd be derived from the three categories,
capacity costs, energy costs, and consumer costs. For this
specific case of Iråq, there sre difficuLties in calculating
LR¡,IC f or the electric power sector, because most of the data
-i s not ava i lable . I n order to expla in the method of

marginal cost pricing for SOE's system it will be necessary

to use hypothetical examples in the following analysis.

Let

denand

al},

us consider the SOE's system by use of the peak

method to calculate marginal cost pricing. First of

for the SOE system it Ís necessary to consider the

Ministry of Informationo Republic of Iraq, The Economv of
Iraq Development and Per spect ives

69

Madr id,
?velopment gg{ Perspectives 1 958-1 976-1 980 "(Novenber 1977) pp" 123-124 and SOE data"
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problem of power losses, by obtaining total peak

requi rements minus the po!¡er ioss, ðs losses are rìormai in

power systems" It was estimated that in the SOE system

during the period 1979-1983 there were 25 percent losses.

These include losses in generation and other parts of the

system (transmission lines, "t?tion service, and

distribution), as shown in Table 5.17.

Secondly, the calculation of marginal- cost

should be based on the expansion program.

categor i es

5.3,4.1 Marginal Capacity Costs

The SOE's system uses a combination of thermal, 9âs, and

hydroelectric aenerators. Therefore, the incremental

capacity costs of SOE's pov¡er supply should consist of the

investment cost of additional generation of high voltage
(uv) transmission plant facilities plus the increases in

operation and maintenance costs which are involved in plant

expansion, as shown in Table 5"22. The investment progran

for generation and transmission plant projects v¡as developed

according to the reguirements of the fifth development plan

(1976-1 995) .

SOE's system uses the method of the load duration curve

(fpC), âs shown in Figure 5.3. The mixed operating system

which, mentioned above, is comprised of 57 percent thermal

plants, 37 percent gas turbine, and 6 percent hydroelectric
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generators up to 1976. Therefore, the peak demand had to be

met by this operating miN, The peak demand period in lraq
is during the summer season, June, JuIy, Àugust, and

September. The peak during the day is from 11 am to 7 pm

during the summer time, To meet the highest demand the LDC

would be increased by inserting gas turbines, or operating

thermal plants as shown and described in Chapter IV, Section
â.q

Figure 5.3: Load Duration Curve for the SOE System
@

The calculation
ratio of the cha

associated with an

HymO

oæ4æc@ææ
r€LnS ûJRING lr€

Source:

F',€O
YE^F

SOE data

E

F

g

f

of marginal capacity

nge in the system

incremental increase

cost determines the

capacity cost AC

in the long run peak
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demand AD. Then, the capacity cost of generation AC/AD

should be annuitizeo over the Iiferime of the planc in terms

of the present value. The expectation of peak demand during

the fifth development plan (1976-1 995) wilI increase four

times over the peak load in 1976, i,e. it wiIl increase 3000

megawatts more. This means that the SOE's system should

expand the installed capacity level to meet the heaviest

demand. The investment cost projected to expand generating

capacity as mentioned in Section 5.3.3 will be 31 I million
Dinar. The result of such expansion would be that marginal

generation cost be equal to 928"56 Fils kilowatt-hour per

year as shown in Table 5.24.

TabIe 5.24 shows the approximate marginal transmissÍon

costs, operation ( 0 ) and maintenance (tu) costs, and other

costs which are egual to 639.48, 1 00.00, and 642.40 Fils
per kilowatt-hours per year, respectively.

5.3.4,2 Marginal Energy Costs

The SOE's system uses different kinds of fuel such as

diesel, fuel-oiI, gas-oil, natural gas and others in its
operation to meet the load changes, especially during summer

seasons.

The calculation of

calculated for a peak

hypothetical example "

marginal energy cost should be

and an off-peak period for this
The LRMC of energy for the peak
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TÀBLE 5 "24

Þlargina] Capacity CosLs For SOE's System

(Dinar per kilowatt)
fìtarg i na ì

Capac i ty

Cos t

Cost Per Kilowatt Annuitized
DP (a) Capacity Costs (b)

per Ki lowatt

Per Year Per flonth Per Year

llarg i na I
Generation or 928.56
Purchase Cost

Harg i na I

Transmi ss i on and 639.48
D i str i but i on Cost

77.38 ro9. r r

53.29 75.\t

8.¡¡

53.53 75.\8

0 E 11 Cost

0ther Cost

I 00 .00

642 .40

a. Domestic Price (DP)

b. Assumed lifetime for generation, T, and D capacities are 20 years.
With an assumed discount rate (for exampìe, the opportunity cost of
capital) is l0 percent, the resuìt¡ng annuitizing factor is 0..l.l75
for the respect i ve capac i ty i nvestment (see R i chard S. Bur i ngton.
Handbook of llathematicaì Tabìes and Formulas,
5th edit¡on (New York: llcGraw-Hill, ,|973), p. \\Ð.

period, is the total of the fuel cost divided by the total
kilowatt-hours production at the point of generation during

peak periods" For off-peak periods the LRMC of energy is
the running costs of the least efficient base-load plants,

which are in use at that period together with a percentage

of maintenance costs for future plants as discussed in

chapter IV, Section 4 "4 "2 "
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The marginal energy costs of the SOE connected system

varies from year Eo year ano oepenos on the Eype of plant

used. For example, during the period 1966-1976 the natural

gas consumption vras increased from 38 to 62 percent and

fuel-oi1 was decreased from 62 to 38 percent. These figures

show that the SOE's system was inserting more gas turbine

thermal and using less thermal plant during peak periods.

Marginal energy cost should be estimated from average

fuel costs from all kinds of fuel expenses that are used in

the various plants of the SOE's system. Most of the fuel
used by SOE's system plants comes from a local refinery, for
which SOE's system pays a lower price. Unfortunately,

because the data is not available, there are difficulties in

calculating LRMC of energy for SOE's system. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider a hypothetical example, as shown in

Table 5.25. qhis table shows the marginal energy costs for

SOE's systemf considering peak and off-peak periods for
different consumer categories and voltage IeveIs.

5.3.4,3 Customer Costs

The calculation of marginal consumer costs is related to

the expenses of reading and maintaining meters, as well as

bi1ling. The consumer should pay some percentage for nevr

connections, including 1abor, meter installation and

administrative costs" These costs are different among

consumer categories and voltage levels. Table 5.26 shows a

hypothetical example for calculating consumer costs.
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TÀBLE 5.25

Marginal Energy Cost

(Dinar per Kilowatt-hour)

Àt Domest.ic Price

Voltage
Level

Peak Off-Peak
Period Period

Gene ra t or s

HV (66/132 Kilovolrs)
IÍV (11 /33 Ki Iovolrs )

Lv (230/400 volrs)

0 "967 a 0.869 a

bb

a " approximate value
b. not avai lable

TÀBLE 5"26

Customer Costs

(pinar )

Cus tomer Average
Category per Connect i on Customer Contr i but i on

to SOE

Residential
and Commercial - SOE's system bears the ful I

costs up to limit some feetl
kilometers and customer pays
the excess.

I ndustr i a I - LV customers pay I i ne costs onl y
and should pays the other facilities.
ÈlV and HV customer bear all costs ìineo
connection and etc.

Agriculturaì and
0thers SOE's system bears fulì costs up to

limit cost. lf the cost exceed this,
should the customer pay thè excess.
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5,3 
" 
6.4 Sumnøryz of Ï,RMC

The hypothetical exampJ.es for the long run marginal costs

for SOE's system are summarized in Table 5"27. Table 5"27

shows t,he total marginal costs for the whole SOE system with

combined capacity, transmission, energy and other costs

among volt.age levels,

TABLE 5.27

Summary of Long Run Marginal.Cost for SOE's System

(oinar per kilowatt per month)

Generat ¡ on
Cos ts

0rA 0ther Tota I Peak 0ff-Peak
CoB ts Co6 tã Cos ts Cos tE Per lod Per i od

Generat ¡ on

Hv (66,/ I 32 Kv)

,lv (ìrl33 Kv)

tv (230,/400 v)

77. .33 ).53 ì92.53 o .967 o.

- not evailable
Source: Derived fron previous tsbles

5.3"5 Modification of the LRHC Concept

The various elements of SOE cost structure and existing
tariffs are sunmarized in Table 5.28. As mentioned in

Section 5.3.1 the electric poyrer system for Iraq sells bulk

porder to GDED. Below is the analysis of the cost and tariff
structure for Iraqi electric power which is authorized and

organized by SOE as a whole system.

ginal Energy Cost
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Table 5.28 shows the summaries of the cost and tariff
structure for electric power ín lraq as foilows:

For residential and commercial consumers whose

average consumption is up to 300 kilowatt-hours (nwn)

a month, there is a monthly fixed charge (0.008 rils)
as a flat rate "

1"

2.

A.

For resident ial and commerc iaI consumers in the

capital city, whose average consumption is more than

300 Kwh a month, the SOE's system uses the increasing

block tariff method, and the charges are 0.010,

0.020, and 0.030 FiIs per Kwh for the different
consumption units as shown in Table 5.28.

For residential consumers in rural areas and other

provinces, the SOE's system uses the same increasing

block method but the charges are different: 0.005,

0.008, and 0.015 Fils per Kwh respectively.

For commercial consumers in rural areas and other

provinces, whose average consumption is more than

300 Kwh, the charges are 0.008, and 0.015 Fils per

Kwh, respectively.

For industrial consumers, there is a monthly fixed

charge as a flat rate, which is considered the

maximum demand (peak-load Kw) plus the tariff
charges per unit Kwh of consumption, and both tariffs
are different among voltage leve1 HV, MV, and LV as

shown in Table 5.28 "

L
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6" Others, which include government and public lighting.
There are monthly fixed charges as a flac rate 0"10,

and 0.015 Fils per Kwh respectively.

The current cost structure per unit Kwh, which is equal

to 3.84 Fils per Khw, covered at forty percent of capital
costs, fifty percent of input (including energy) costs, and

ten percent of other costs. This total cost per Kwh unit is

the cost of supplying electricity to consumers as shown in

Tab1e 5"28"

Consequently, this cost per unit Kwh seems to be, first
of a1l , hi gher than the charges per Kwh as shown in Tabl-e

5.28 compared among different consumer categories, which in

turn means that the system earns less revenue. Second, the

ratio of input to capacity charges is highly distorted. The

systern might incur a def icit, and f aces dif f iculties,
because (a) there is expansion of the system needed in order

to meet the rapid development in the country, (b) the

current base cost structure causes the capacity to be

underutilized, (c) consumers face difficulties in switching

from peak to the off-peak period and vice versa during the

day ,and seasons, because of lack of f acilities f or this.

The SOE's system should consider the objectives that were

mentioned in Chapter I, Section 1 .1 , and in addilion other

considerations which are: the promotion of rational
investment; the setting of pricing policy for the long term;
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TÀBLE 5.28

Summary of Main Features of Current SOE Tariffs and Cost
Structure

(Pinar per kilowat,t-hour Kwh)

Current Tariff (e) Cost Structure

Consumer Categor i es
Tota ì

Charge Capac i ty
D i nar per Cost
Kwh

I nput 0ther Totaì (f)
Cost Cost Cost

A. Residential and Commerciaì
l-300 Kwh as a flat rate

B. Residentiaì and Commerciaì
B.l Capital City

a. l-360 Kwh

b. 36I -900 Kr.rh

c. >90.l Kwh

8.2 Residential in Rural and
Other Provi nces
a. l-150 Kwh
b. ì51 -360 Kwh
c. >36ì Kwh

8.3 Commercial in Rural and
0ther Prov i nces
a. 'l -360 Kwh

b. >361 Kwh

C. lndustrial
C. I 230-400 vol ts

pìus peak load per Kw

C.2 ll-33 kilovolts
plus peak load per Kw

C.3 132 kilovoìts
plus peak ìoad per Kw

D. 0thers
D. I Government
0.2 Publ ic Lighting

0 .008

0.0ì0
0 .020
0 .030

0.005
0 .008
0.0ì5

0.008
0.0r5

0.007
0.400

0 .006
0.400

0 .003
0.600

0.0ì0
0.0ì5

,.2' I .94 0.38 3'9u

Source: SOE data
- not availabìe
e. Equivalent cost per Kwh as a general among different consumer cate-

gor i es/vol tage I evel and areas.
f. Total equivalent cost per Kwh
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the efficient utilization of capacity and energy; and

guidance for consumers of electricitl'. À11 of these

considerations suggest that the structure of electricity
demand might be significantly influenced if these tariffs
are made more consistent with long run marginal cost LRMC.

Section 5.3.4 illustrated the hypothetical example, where

the SOE tariff vras based on the marginal cost approach.

Thus, the marginal cost calculation could be used to charge

for the two periods (peak and off-peak). The consumer is

charged the basic marginal energy cost per Kv¡h used for

off-peak periods, and at the peak period the consumer is

responsible for both Kwh usage and Kw demand which is
reflected in the basic energy and capacity charges (see

Chapter IV).

Modifying LRMC pricing might help the SOE's system to
solve most of the problems which the system faces. The

principal changes suggested for the tariff categories are:

Residential and commercial consumers: The best

method for the consumer whose average consumption per

consumer is smaIl, is the single kilowatt meter as

discussed in Chapter IV, Section 4.6 "6.1 "
For a

smaller consumption of less than 500 Kwh per month

the method of a flat rate per Kwh might be used as a

fixed charge which reflects consumer related costs

and costs of energy" It would be more expensive

using the Time-of-Day (tOo) metering method.
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The best tariff for medium and large consurnption

could be the TOD (peak load) tariff. This would mean

for residential and commercial consumers (medium

consumption ) adding more blocks to the existing
increasing block tariff and at the same time

increasing the amount of consumption per Kwh for each

btock. The first block increases to 500 Kwh (which

is the fixed charge) reflects consumer-related cost,

and the other increasing blocks are the energy

charges plus the capacity charges. In other words

the first block covers the consumption units from

0-500 Kwh per month which woul-d be charged at a

relatively ]ow lifeline rate.

The second block covers the amount of consumption

from 501-1000 Kwh. This block reflects the charges

at the rate of fully marginal cost and usually is at

an increasing rate because at this amount of

consumption the energy cost increases. Thus, for the

second, third and others, the charges are higher

(increasing) than the first block in order to cover

its marginal cost and the subsidy of the life line

rate.

size). The (too)2. Industrial consumers ( Iarge

metering might be appropriate

There is a monthly fixed charge

related costs, which should be

for those consumers.

reflecting consumer

provided for both the
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medium volLage level (MV), 11-33 kilovolts, and the

irigh voJ-cage level (gv), 132 KV" The tarif f should

be set for two periods, peak and off-peak, and for

the different seasons" The tariff for peak demand is

a charge based on a maximum demand within the period

and a flat rate charge at the off-peak period.

3. Agricultural consumers (Iarge size). TOD metering

might be appropriate for agriculturaL consumers, the

tariff set being similar to the tariff for industrial
consumers as discussed above.

4. Public lighting. The monthly fixed charge as a flat
rate should be eliminated. This is the energy

charge, which is the marginal energy cost at the

medium level kilovolts.

5.4 POLTCY rSSttES ÀND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has presented empirical studies of the

electric povrer pricing in developing countries. In this
conLext a review of the pricing of. el-ectricity in Iraq has

also been presented. Within this framework, the application

of long run marginal cost pricing is examined. In this

application it was found that a long run marginal cost

approach to electric power pricing would need adjustment and

modification in the light of nationaL planning objectives

and practical considerations. Introduction of marginal cost

pricing would also require some phasing of its introduction
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cons iderat ionson a planned basis

v¡ere:

Significant specific

Maintenance of financial viability of 'the

pov¡er industry in the f ace of def icits.
Àllowance for substantial changes in LRMC,

from major changes. in future prospects, to

with fairness in the light of the prevaili

structure.

t"

¿"

3.

6.

7,

Provision for low income consumers of access to at

least a minimum supply of electricity at a subsidized

rate.

Recognition of divergences between input prices and

marginal costs. For example, the value of natural-

9âs, a domestic energy resource used in the power

sector, should be more accurately determined to

provide a better estimate of cost per Kwh.

5. Àdjustment (usually an increase) in kilowatt charges

wherever possible to bring them closer to the LRMC.

The setting of tariffs should be a continual process

and more accurately reflect the LRMC.

Considerations of the fact that the cost of metering

(particularly time of day tariff) may exceed the

benefiLs.

electric

arlsrn9

be made

ng tariff

needs

by at

Recognition of the

further analyses.

least 15 percent by

"losses" problem, which

Losses need to be reduced

1 995 in I raq.
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Regulatization of the analysis of marginal costs.

These need to be handled on a continuing basis as Llie

data is continually changing over-time.

Provision for inflationary effects so that they are

recognized and the impact minimized.

Mobilization of adequate capital for investment.

Consideration of issues such as connection policy,

i.e. whether the fuII connection charges should be

passed onto low income consumers.

The mutual support that long-run marginal cost pricing

and national economic cost pricing and national economic

planning give to each other should be emphasized. Such

pricing is the guide to economic investment decisions in the

electric pov¡er sector and will be supportive of the economy

as a whole. In turn, national planning must incorparate

appropriat.e f inanc ial support so that a succession of

short-run expedients in power pricing will be avoided and

truly economic pricing wiIl be instituted. Finally,

adaption of LRMC pricing can be adopted to broader

objectives and practical limitations in a systematic manner.

8.

10

11



Chapt,er VI

CONCLUSION

The central theme of this thesis

of electricity pricing wth specific
countries" The specific purpose of

develop the best pricing policy for I

has been the economics

emphasis on developing

the thesis has been to

raq "

For some time electric po\.rer has been a strategic en-ergy

resource in most countries. Pricing policy has become a

more sensitive issue with the increased complexity of

economics, the rapid growth of demand, price shocks to

factor inputs such as oi1, and the range of technological

ccnditions of supply. Electricity consumption has grovrn at

a faster rate in developing countries than that realized in

developed countries" In the 1973-78 period consumption in

developed countries grew at a rate of I percent per year70

in I raq the rate vras 16 percent . 7 1 Thi s rapid growth,

combined with the other conditions just cited, has led to

increased emphasis on the use of economic principles in

order tò achieve greater efficiency in the development and

use of electricity resources. In a country such as Iraq

this search has operated in an environment of national

70

71

M" Munasinghe
Case Studies,

Derived from

and J, J. Warford"
1982, pp. 5-6.

previous Table 5.17.
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planning objectives and practical limitations.

Ànalysis of electricity pricing has included an

examination of various types of pricing. They are marginal

cost pricing, average cost pricing, price discriminations

and multi-part tariffs. These pricing methods have been

evaluated in the light of the following criteria: economic

efficiency, tairness and equity, financial viability,
simplicity, and broader economic and political

considerations.

Basic analysis of the nature of economic costs was

conducted and this was then incorporated into the analysis

of pricing. It vras found that long run marginal cost

pricing provided the most substantial guide for the economic

use of resources. i t avoids the price instabilities that

arise when short run marginal cost is used under conditions

of significant indivisibilities in the provision of output

capacity and provides a consistent rationale for the

application of pricing under complex conditions of supply

and use. In elaborating the analysis in terms of electric
povrer pricing the appropriateness of these characteristics
for this industry became c1ear.

Limitations to the use of long run marginal cost pricing

Ì,¡ere identif ied. Under conditions of decreasing cost,

deficits will arise and the issue of financial viability
must be addressed. On occasion, the t.heoretical merit of
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long run marginal cost pricing must be modified by practical

considerations. Furuher, in terms of broad policical

economy, such a pricing principle is subject to the public

policy objective of social equity, economic Iimitations and

other factors "

The application of long run marginal cost pricing I¡Ias

applied to developing countries and, in particular, to Iraq.

The application for Iraq was done in the light of national-

planning objectives and the realistic circumstances existing
in that country. It is argued that the institution of long

run marginal cost pricing is clearly better on economic

grounds than alternative pricing methods which have been in

use in Iraq. Long run marginal cost pricing not only

provides a more stable basis for pricing practices but

enables long run planning to proceed on a systematic and

coherent basis. Further, departures from long run marginal

cost pricing on identifiable public policy grounds, and for

practical considerations, can be accomodated in the national

pricing tariff without undue difficulty. In fact, use of

long run marginal cost pricing facilitates the incorporation

of such considerations in electricity pricing because of the

stable comprehensive pricing standard rshich it provides" lt

is not in conflict with such considerations. Rather it

leads not only to the economic provision and use of electric
povrer resources but to a clear application of national

social principles and assessment of practical limitations,
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